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Abstract
We address the problem of generating compact code from software pipelined loops. Although software pipelin-
ing is a powerful technique to extract fine-grain parallelism, it generates lifetime intervals spanning multiple loop
iterations. These intervals require periodic register allocation (also called variable expansion), which in turn yields a
code generation challenge. We are looking for the minimal unrolling factor enabling the periodic register allocation
of software pipelined kernels. This challenge is generally addressed through one of: (1) hardware support in the form
of rotating register files, which solve the unrolling problem but are expensive in hardware; (2) register renaming by
inserting register moves, which increase the number of operations in the loop, and may damage the schedule of the
software pipeline and reduce throughput; (3) post-pass loop unrolling that does not compromise throughput but often
leads to impractical code growth. The latter approach relies on the proof that MAXLIVE registers (maximal number
of values simultaneously alive) are sufficient for periodic register allocation [10, 13]. However, the best existing
heuristic for controlling this code growth — modulo variable expansion [16] — may not apply the correct amount of
loop unrolling to guarantee that MAXLIVE registers are enough, which may result in register spills [10].
This paper presents our research results on the open problem of minimal loop unrolling, allowing a software-only
code generation that does not trade the optimality of the initiation interval (II) for the compactness of the generated
code. Our novel idea is to use the remaining free registers after periodic register allocation to relax the constraints on
register reuse.
The problem of minimal loop unrolling arises either before or after software pipelining, either with a single or
with multiple register types (classes). We provide a formal problem definition for each scenario, and we propose and
study a dedicated algorithm for each problem.
Our solutions are implemented within an industrial-strength compiler for a VLIW embedded processor from
STMicroelectronics, and validated on multiple benchmarks suites.
Keywords: Periodic register allocation, software pipelining, code generation, instruction level parallelism, embed-
ded systems, compilation.
1 Introduction
Most high performance numerical applications exhibit intensive computations in loops. Software Pipelining (SWP) is
an important instruction scheduling technique for improving the execution rate of inner loops. It combines multiple
iterations of the loop body into a compact pipelined kernel to facilitate the exploitation of instruction level parallelism
(ILP) [18, 16, 19]. The number of cycles between two successive iterations of the kernel loop is called the initiation
interval.
When a loop is software pipelined, live ranges of variables may extend beyond a single iteration of the loop. As a
result, multiple live ranges of the same variable may be in flight at any program point. One may not use regular register
allocation algorithms because these different live range instances would create self-interferences in the interference
graph [10, 12, 16]. In compiler construction, when no hardware support is available, kernel loop unrolling avoids
introducing unnecessary move and spill operations by duplicating the kernel loop body a sufficient number of times
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to remove live range’s self-interference. Computing an adequate unroll factor and allocating registers to the separated
live range instances is called periodic register allocation.
In this research we are interested in the minimal loop unrolling factor which allows a periodic register allocation
for software pipelined loops (without inserting spill or move operations). Having a minimal unroll factor reduces code
size, which is an important performance measure for embedded systems because they have a limited memory size.
On larger machines, such as desktop, server and supercomputers, total memory size is typically much less limited,
but code size is nonetheless important for I-cache performance. In addition to minimal unroll factors, it is necessary
that the code generation scheme for periodic register allocation does not generate additional spill; the number of
registers required must not exceed MAXLIVE (the number of values simultaneously alive). Spill code can increase
the initiation interval and thus reduce performance in the following ways:
1. Adding spill code may increase the length of data dependence chains, which may increase the achievable initia-
tion interval.
2. Spill code consumes execution resources which restrains the opportunity for achieving a high degree of instruction-
level parallelism.
3. Memory requests consume more power than accessing the same values in registers.
4. Memory operations (except with scratch-pad local memories) have unknown static latencies. Compilers usually
assume short latencies for memory operations, despite the fact that the memory access may miss the cache.
Without good estimates of the performance of a piece of code, the compiler may be guided to bad optimisation
decisions
When the schedule of a pipelined loop is known, there are a number of known methods for computing unroll
factors and performing periodic register allocation, but none of them is fully satisfactory:
• Modulo Variable Expansion (MVE) [12, 16] computes a minimal unroll factor but may introduce spill code
because it does not provide an upper bound on register usage.
• Hendren’s heuristic [13] computes a sufficient unroll factor to avoid spilling, but with no guarantee in terms of
minimal register usage or unrolling degree.
• The meeting graph framework [6] which guarantees that the unroll factor will be sufficient to minimise register
usage (reaching MAXLIVE), but not that the unroll factor will itself be minimal.
In addition, periodic register allocation can be performed before SWP or after SWP, depending on the compiler
construction strategy, as shown in Figure 1. Our article will not debate the best phase order; each compiler has its own
characteristic and design implications. Instead we wish to improve the state of the art in loop unrolling minimisation
for both possible phase orderings. If periodic register allocation is done before SWP as in Figure 1 (a), the instruction
schedule is not fixed, and none of the above periodic register allocation techniques apply.
Contributions. This article advances the state of the art in the following directions:
1. We improve the meeting graph method, achieving significantly smaller unroll factors while preserving an opti-
mal register usage on already scheduled loops. The key idea of our method is to exploit unused registers beyond
the minimal number required for periodic register allocation (MAXLIVE [15])
2. The existing work in the field of kernel unrolling for periodic register allocation deals with already scheduled
loops [6, 13, 12, 16]. As mentioned earlier, we also wish to handle not-yet-scheduled loops, on which the cyclic
lifetime intervals are not known by the compiler. This article proposes a method for minimal kernel unrolling
when SWP has not yet been carried out, by computing a minimal unroll factor that is valid for the family of
all valid cyclic schedules of the data dependence graph (DDG). On the other hand, if register allocation is
performed after SWP as in Figure 1 (b), the instruction schedule is fixed and hence the cyclic lifetime intervals
and MAXLIVE are known.
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3. We also extend the model of periodic register allocation to handle processor architectures with multiple register
types (a.k.a. classes). On such architectures, state-of-the-art algorithms [10, 24] compute the sufficient unrolling
degree, i.e., the unrolling degree that should be applied to a loop so that it is always possible to allocate the
variables of each register type with a minimal number of registers. This article demonstrates that minimising
the unroll factor on each register type separately does not define a global minimal unroll factor, and we provide
an appropriate problem definition and an algorithmic solution in this context.
4. We contribute to the enlightenment of a poorly understood dilemma in back-end compiler construction. First, as
mentioned earlier and as shown in Figure 1, we offer the compiler designer more choices to control the register
pressure and the unroll factor for periodic register allocation at different epochs of the compilation flow. Second,
we greatly simplify the phase ordering problem induced by the interplay of modulo scheduling, periodic register
allocation, and post-pass unrolling. We achieve this by providing strong guarantees, not only in terms of register
usage (the absence of spills induced by insufficient unrolling), but also in terms of reduction of the unroll factor.
5. Our methods are implemented within an industrial-strength compiler for STMicroelectronics’ ST2xx VLIW
embedded processor family. Our experiments on multiple benchmarks suites LAO, FFMPEG, MEDIABENCH,
SPEC CPU2000, and SPEC CPU2006, are unprecedented in scale. They demonstrate the maturity of the tech-
niques and contribute valuable empirical data never published in research papers on software pipelining and pe-
riodic register allocation. They also demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed unroll degree minimisation,
both in terms of code size and in terms of initiation intervals (throughput), along with satisfactory compilation
times. Better, our techniques outperform the existing compiler for the ST2xx processor family which allocates
registers after software pipelining and unrolls using MVE. Our techniques generate less spill code, fewer move
operations, and yield a lower initiation interval on average, with a satisfactory code size (loops fitting within the
instruction cache). These experiments are also teachful in their more negative results. As expected, they show
that achieving strong guarantees on spill-free periodic register allocation yields generally higher unroll factors
than heuristics providing no such guarantees like MVE [12, 16]. It was more unexpected (and disappointing)
to observe that the initiation intervals achieved with MVE remain generally excellent, despite the presence of
spills and a higher number of move operations. This can be explained by the presence of numerous empty slots
in the cyclic schedules, where spills and move operations can be inserted, and by the rare occurrence of these
spurious operations on the critical path of the dependence graph.
Periodic Register Allocation
Scheduled loop
Scheduled and allocated loop 
Compute a minimal loop unrolling
for a scheduled loop
SWP
Loop DDG
Kernel unrolling
Generated code
Loop DDG
Periodic Register Allocation
Allocated loop 
SWP
Scheduled loop
Kernel unrolling
Generated code
Compute a minimal loop unrolling
(b) Case of Scheduled Loops(a) Case of Unscheduled Loops
for an unscheduled loop
Figure 1: Minimal unroll factor computation depending on phase ordering
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Outline. The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes existing research results that are necessary to under-
stand the rest of this article. Section 3 formalises the problem of minimising the loop unrolling degree in the presence
of multiple register types when the loop is unscheduled. For clarity, we start the explanation of our loop-unrolling
minimisation algorithm in Section 4 with the case of a single register type. Then, Section 5 generalises the solution
to multiple register types. When the loop is already scheduled, an adapted algorithm is provided in Section 6 based
on the meeting graph framework. Section 7 presents detailed experimental results on standard benchmark suites. In
Section 8 we discuss related work on code generation for periodic register allocation, and we explain our contribution
compared to the previous work. Finally, we conclude in Section 9.
2 Background
2.1 Loop Model and Software Pipelining
A data dependence graph (DDG) is a directed multigraph G = (V,E) where V is a set of vertices representing
instructions in a loop (also called statements, nodes, operations) and E is a set of edges representing data dependences
(both flow and memory-based).
The modeled processor may have several register types: the set of available register types is denoted by T . For
instance, T = {BR,GR,FP} for branch, general purpose, and floating point registers respectively. Register types
are sometimes called register classes. The number of available registers of type t is noted Rt; it may be less than the
total number of registers of type t as some architectural registers are often reserved for specific purposes.
For a given register type t ∈ T , we define V R,t ⊆ V to be the set of statements u ∈ V that produce values to
be stored inside registers of type t. We ut denotes the value of type t defined by an instruction u ∈ V R,t. Indeed, a
statement u may produce multiple values of distinct types, but we assume a given statement may not produce multiple
values of the same type. The value may also be written u when the type is irrelevant or clear from the context.1
Concerning the set of edges E, we distinguish flow edges of type t— denoted ER,t — from the remaining edges.
A flow edge e = (u, v) of type t represents the producer-consumer relationship between the two statements u and v: u
creates a value read by the statement v. Considering a register of type t, the set E−ER,t of non-flow edges are called
memory-based edges.
Since we focus an loops and take into account loop-carried dependences, the DDG G = (V,E) may be cyclic.
Each edge e ∈ E becomes labeled by a pair of values (δ(e), λ(e)). δ : E → Z defines the latency of edges and
λ : E → Z defines the distance in terms of number of iterations. In order to exploit the parallelism between the
instructions belonging to different loop iterations, we rely on periodic scheduling instead of acyclic scheduling, also
called software pipelining (SWP).
SWP can be modeled by a periodic scheduling function σ : V → Z and an initiation interval II . The operation u
of the ith loop iteration is noted u(i), it is scheduled at date σ(u) + i× II . Here, σ(u) represents the execution (issue)
date of u(0), the clock cycle number of u for the first loop iteration. The schedule function σ is valid if it satisfies the
periodic precedence constraints
∀e = (u, v) ∈ E : σ(u) + δ(e) ≤ σ(v) + λ(e)× II
SWP allows instructions to be scheduled independently of the original loop iterations barriers. The maximal
number of values of type t simultaneously alive, noted MAXLIVEt, defines the minimal number of registers required
to allocate periodically the variables of the loop without introducing spill code. However, since some live ranges of
variables span multiple iterations, special care must be taken when allocating registers and colouring an interference
graph; this is the core focus of the paper and will be detailed later.
Let RCt be the number of registers of type t to be allocated for the kernel of the pipelined loop. If the register
allocation is optimal, we must have RCt = MAXLIVEt for all register types t ∈ T . We will see that there are
only two theoretical frameworks that guarantee this optimality for SWP code generation. Other frameworks have
RCt ≥ MAXLIVEt, with no guaranteed upper bound for RCt.
1A few instruction sets allow this, and it can be modeled by node duplication: a node creating multiple results of the same type is split into
multiple nodes of the same type.
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2.2 Loop Unrolling after SWP with Modulo Variable Expansion
Code generation for SWP has to deal with many issues: prologue/epilogue codes, early exits from the loops, variables
spanning multiple kernel iterations, etc. In our article, we focus on the last point: how can we generate a compact
kernel for variables spanning multiples iterations when no hardware support exists in the underlying processor archi-
tecture? When no hardware support exists, and when prohibiting the insertion of additional move operations (i.e.,
no additional live range splitting), kernel loop unrolling is the only option. The resulted loop body itself is bigger
but no extra operations are executed in comparison with the original code. Lam designed a general loop unrolling
scheme called modulo variable expansion (MVE) [16]. In fact, the major criterion of this method is to minimise the
loop unrolling degree because the memory size of the i-WARP processor is low [16]. The MVE method defines a
minimal unrolling degree to enable code generation after a given periodic register allocation. This unrolling degree is
obtained by dividing the length of the longest of all live ranges LTv of variables v defined in the pipelined kernel, by
the initiation interval, i.e.,
⌈
maxv LTv
II
⌉
.
MVE is easy to understand and implement, and it is practically effective in limiting code growth. This is why it
has been adopted by several SWP frameworks [5, 15], and included in commercial compilers. The problem with MVE
is that it does not guarantee a register allocation with MAXLIVEt registers of type t, and in general it may lead to
unnecessary spills breaking the benefits of software pipelining. A concrete example of this limitation is illustrated in
Figures 2 and 3; we will use it as a running example in this section. Figure 2 is a SWP example with two variables v1
and v2. For simplicity, we consider here a single register type t. New values of v1 and v2 are created every iteration.
For instance, the first value of v1 is alive during the time interval [0, 2], the other values (v
′
1 and v
′′
1 ) are created every
multiple of II . This figure shows a concrete example with a SWP kernel having two variables v1 and v2 spanning
multiple kernel iterations. In the SWP kernel, we can see that MAXLIVEt = 3.
To generate a code for this SWP kernel, MVE unrolls it with a factor of
⌈
max(LTv1 ,LTv2 )
II
⌉
=
⌈
max(3,3)
2
⌉
= 2.
Figure 3 illustrates the considered unrolled SWP kernel. The values created inside the SWP kernel are v1, v2, v
′
1, and
v′2. Because of the periodic nature of the SWP kernel, the variables v
′
1 and v
′
2 are alive as entry and exit values (see the
figure of the lifetime intervals in the SWP kernel). Now, the interference graph of the SWP kernel is drawn, and we
can see that it cannot be coloured with less than 4 colours (a maximal clique is {v1, v2, v
′
1, v
′
2}). Consequently, it is
impossible to generate a code with RCt = 3 registers, except if we add extra copy operations in parallel. If inserting
copy operations is not allowed or possible (no free slots, no explicit ILP), then we need RCt = 4 registers to generate
a correct code. This example gives a simple case where RCt > MAXLIVEt, and it is not known if RCt is bounded.
As consequence, it is possible that the computed SWP schedule has MAXLIVEt ≤ Rt, but the code generation
performed with MVE requires RCt > Rt. This means that spill code has to be inserted even if MAXLIVEt ≤ Rt,
which is unfortunate and unsatisfactory.
Fortunately, an algorithm exists that achieves an allocation with a minimal number of registers equal to RCt =
MAXLIVEt [6, 10]. This algorithm exploints the meeting graph, introduced in the next section.
2.3 Meeting Graphs (MG)
The algorithm of Eisenbeis et al. [6, 10] can generate a periodic register allocation using MAXLIVEt registers if the
kernel is unrolled, thanks to a dedicated graph representation called the meeting graph (MG). It is a more accurate
graph than the usual interference graph, as it holds information on the number of clock cycles of each live range and on
the succession of the live ranges along the loop iterations. It allows us to compute an unrolling degree which enables
an allocation of the loops with RCt = MAXLIVEt registers.
Intuitively, the meeting graph is useful because it captures information about pairs of values where one value dies
on the same clock cycle that another value becomes alive. If we try to allocate such values to the same register, then
there is no dead time when the register contains a dead value. By identifying circuits in the meeting graph, we find
sets of live values that can be allocated to one or more registers with no dead time.
Let us consider again the running example in Figure 2. The meeting graph that corresponds to that SWP is
illustrated in Figure 4: a node is associated to every variable created in the SWP kernel. Hence we have two nodes v1
and v2. A node u is labeled with a weight ω(u) corresponding to the length og its respective live range, here 3 clock
cycles for variables v1 and v2. There is an edge connecting a source node to a sink node if and only if the lifetime
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Figure 2: Example to highlight the short-comings of the MVE technique
interval of the first node ends when the sink one starts. By examining the SWP kernel in Figure 2, we see that the
copies of v1 end when those of v2 start, and vice-versa. Consequently, in the MG of Figure 4, we have an edge from
v1 to v2 and vice-versa to model an abstraction of the register reuse for this fixed SWP schedule.
Now, the question is: what is the benefit of such graph structure? Using this graph structure we are able to
compute a provably sufficient unrolling factor to apply in order to achieve an optimal register allocation, that isRCt =
MAXLIVEt [6, 10].
Let us consider the set of the strongly connected components (SCC) of the MG. In our simple example, there is a
single SCC. The weight of every SCC numbered k is defined as µk =
∑
v∈SCCk
ω(v)
II
. Note that one of the properties
of the MG is that
∑
v∈SCCk
ω(v) is always a multiple of II , and
∑
∀v ω(v)
II
= MAXLIVEt. In our simple example
with a single SCC, its weight is equal to µ1 =
3+3
2 = 3.
Then, the sufficient unrolling factor computed using the MG is equal to α = lcm(µ1, ..., µk), where lcm denotes
the least common multiple [10]. It has been proved that if the SWP kernel is unrolled α times, then we can generate
code with RCt = MAXLIVEt registers. In the example illustrated in Figure 4, we have a single SCC so α = µ1 = 3,
which means that the kernel has to be unrolled with a factor equal to 3. The interference graph shows that three colours
are sufficient, which allows us to generate correct code with only three registers, rather than the four required with
modulo variable expansion (compared to Figure 3).
Without formally proving the correctness of the unrolling factor defined above (the interested reader is invited to
study [6, 10]), the intuition behind the least common multiple (LCM) formula comes from the following fact: if we
successfully generate code for a SCC by unrolling the kernel µi times, then we can generate a correct code for the
same SCC by unrolling the kernel with any multiple of µi. Hence, if we are faced with a set of SCCs, it is sufficient to
consider the LCM of the µi’s to have a correct unrolling factor for all the SCCs.
In addition to the previous unroll factor formula, theMG also allows us to guarantee that MAXLIVEt orMAXLIVEt+
1 are sufficient unrolling factors. In the example of Figure 4, we have the coincidence that α = MAXLIVEt, but this
is not always the case. Indeed, one of the purposes of MG is to have unrolling factors α lower than MAXLIVEt.
This objective is not always reachable if we want to have RCt = MAXLIVEt, Eisenbeis et al. [10] try to reach it by
decomposing the MG into a maximal number of elementary circuits. In practice, it turns out that α may be very high,
reducing the practical benefit of register optimality RCt = MAXLIVEt.
The next section recalls a theoretical framework that applies periodic register allocation before SWP, while allow-
ing the computation of a sufficient unrolling degree for a complete set of possible SWP schedules.
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FOR i=0, i< N; i=i+2
  date 0: R0= v1(i)  || R1 = R0
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ENDFOR
Correct code with 3 registers and parallel copy operations
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ENDFOR
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Figure 3: SWP kernel unrolled with MVE
2.4 SIRA and Reuse Graphs
Reuse graphs are a generalisation of previously work by deWerra et al. and Hendren et al. [6, 13]. They are used inside
a framework called SIRA [23, 24]. Unlike the previous approaches for periodic register allocation, reuse graphs are
used before software pipelining to generate a move-free or a spill-free periodic register allocation in the presence of
multiple register types. Reuse graphs provide a formalised approach to generating code which requires neither register
spills nor move operations. Of course, it is not always possible to avoid spill code, some DDGs are complex enough
to always require spilling, the SIRA framework is able to detect such situations before SWP.
A simple way to explain SIRA is to provide an example. All the theory has already been presented in Touati and
Eisenbeis [24], and we recently showed that optimising the register requirement for multiple register types in one go
is a better approach than optimising for every register type separately [23]. Figure 5(a) provides an initial DDG with
two register types t1 and t2. Statements producing results of type t1 are in dashed circles, and those of type t2 are in
bold circles. Statement u1 writes two results of distinct types. Flow dependence through registers of type t1 are in
dashed edges, and those of type t2 are in bold edges.
Each edge e in the DDG is labeled with the pair of values (δ(e), λ(e)). Now, the question is how to compute a
periodic register allocation for the loop in Figure 5(a) without hurting the instruction level parallelism if possible.
Periodic register constraints are modeled using reuse graphs. We associate a reuse graph Greuse,t to each register
type t, see Figure 5(b). The reuse graph is computed by the SIRA framework, Figure 5(b) is one of the examples that
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Figure 4: Example to explain the optimality of the meeting graph technique
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νu1,u1 = 3
νu3,u3 = 2
u1
Register type t1
Figure 5: Example for SIRA and reuse graphs
SIRA may produce. Note that the reuse graph is not unique, other valid reuse graphs may exist.
A reuse graph Greuse,t = (V R,t, Ereuse,t) contains V R,t, i.e., only the nodes writing to registers of type t. These
nodes are connected by reuse edges. For instance, in Greuse,t2 of Figure 5(b), the set of reuse edges is Ereuse,t2 =
{(u2, u4), (u4, u2), (u1, u1)}. Also, E
reuse,t1 = {(u1, u3), (u3, u1)}. Each reuse edge er = (u, v) is labeled by an
integral distance νt(er), that we call reuse distance. The existence of a reuse edge er = (u, v) of distance ν
t(er)
means that u(i) (iteration i of u) and u(i + νt(er)) (iteration i + ν
t(er) of v) share the same destination register of
type t. Hence, reuse graphs allow to completely define a periodic register allocation for a given loop. In the example
of Figure 5(b) and for register type t2, we have ν
t2((u2, u4)) = 3 and ν
t2((u4, u2)) = 1.
Let C be a circuit in the reuse graph Greuse,t of type t; we call C a reuse circuit. We note µt(C) =
∑
er∈C
νt(er)
the weight of the reuse circuit C. The following corollary provides a sufficient unrolling factor for all register types.
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Corollary 1 [24] LetG = (V,E) be a loop DDG with a set of register types T . Each register type t ∈ T is associated
with a valid reuse graph Greuse,t = (V R,t, Ereuse,t). The loop can be allocated with RCt =
∑
er∈Ereuse,t
νt(er)
registers for each type t if we unroll it α times, where:
α = lcm(αt1, · · · , α
t
n)
αti is the unrolling degree of the reuse graph of type ti, defined as
αt = lcm(µt(C1), · · · , µ
t(Cn))
The above corollary seems to be close to the meeting graph result. This is not exactly true, since here we are
generalizing the meeting graph result to unscheduled loops in the presence of multiple registers types. Unlike the
meeting graph, the above defined unrolling factor is valid for a whole set of SWP schedules, not for a fixed one. In
addition, the reuse graph allows us to guarantee that prior to software pipelining RCt =
∑
er∈Ereuse,t
νt(er) ≤ R
t for
any register type, while maintaining instruction level parallelism if possible (by taking care not to increase the critical
circuit of the loop, known as theMIIdep).
Note that when compilation time matters, we can avoid unrolling the loop before the SWP step. This avoids
increasing the DDG size, which would result in significantly more work for the scheduler. Because we allocate
registers directly on the DDG by inserting loop carried anti-dependencies, the DDG can be scheduled without unrolling
it. In other words, loop unrolling can be applied at the code generation step (after SWP) in order to apply the register
allocation computed before scheduling.
Example 1 Let consider as illustration the example of Figure 5. Here αt1 = lcm(3, 2) = 6 and αt2 = lcm(3+1, 3) =
12. That is, the register type t1 requires that we unroll the loop 6 times if we want to consume RC
t1 = 3 + 2 = 5
registers of type t1. At this compilation step, SWP has not been carried out but SIRA guarantees that the computed
unroll factor and register count are valid for any subsequent SWP. As an illustration, a valid sequential trace for the for
the register type t1 is given in Listing 1 (we do not show the trace for register type t2, and we omit the prologue/epilogue
of the trace).
The reader may check that we have used 5 registers of type t1. According to the reuse graph, every pair of
statements (u1(i), u1(i+ 3)) uses exactly the same destination register, because there is a reuse edge (u1, u1) with
a reuse distance νt1(u1, u1) = 3; Every pair of statements (u3(i), u3(i+ 2)) uses the same destination register too,
because there is a reuse edge (u3, u3) with a reuse distance ν
t1(u3, u3) = 2. We can check in the generated code that
the reuse circuit (u1, u1), which contains a single reuse edge in this example, uses three registers (R1, R2 and R3);
The reuse circuit (u3, u3) uses two registers (R4 and R5).
Regarding the register type t2, it requires an unrolling factor equal to 12 if we want to consumeRC
t2 = 3+1+3 =
7 registers of type t2. Consequently, a common valid unroll factor for both the register types t1 and t2 is equal to
α = lcm(6, 12) = 12. For space reasons, we do not show the full code generation for the loop in Figure 5 with an
unrolling factor of 12. However, later in Section 5, we will show how we will minimise the unrolling degree to get a
reasonable value equal to 4, it will be then possible to write a reasonably short code for the example.
The main advantage of the meeting graph and reuse graph approaches over MVE is their ability to guarantee spill-
free and move-free code generation, before or after SWP. However, they have an important drawback, which is that the
unroll factor may be very large. The next section defines the problem of unroll degree minimisation for unscheduled
loops. Later, we will extend the problem to scheduled loops.
3 Problem Description of Unroll Factor Minimisation for Unscheduled Loops
The reuse graph method, which guarantees a register allocation with exactly MAXLIVE registers, may result in a large
unrolling factor. However, there may be additional unused registers:: each register type t may have some remaining
registers Rt = Rt − RCt (where Rt is the number of available architectural registers of type t). We have developed
a method to use any remaining registers to reduce the unrolling factor. This method is applied after the periodic
register allocation step performed by the SIRA framework. This post-pass minimisation consists in adding zero or
more unused registers to each reuse circuit in order to minimise the least common multiple of the size of the circuits
(denoted α∗). This idea is described in the next problem.
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Listing 1: Example of a sequential kernel code generation for the register type t1
FOR i=0, i<N, i=i+6
u_1(i) : R1 = ...
u_2(i) :
u_3(i) : R4 = R2...
u_4(i) : ...= R4...
u_1(i+1): R2 = ...
u_2(i+1):
u_3(i+1): R5 = R3...
u_4(i+1): ...= R5...
u_1(i+2): R3 = ...
u_2(i+2):
u_3(i+2): R4 = R1...
u_4(i+2): ...= R4...
u_1(i+3): R1 = ...
u_2(i+3):
u_3(i+3): R5 = R2...
u_4(i+4): ...= R5...
u_1(i+4): R2 = ...
u_2(i+4):
u_3(i+4): R4 = R3...
u_4(i+4): ...= R4...
u_1(i+5): R3 = ...
u_2(i+5):
u_3(i+5): R5 = R1...
u_4(i+5): ...= R5...
ENDFOR
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Problem 1 (Loop Unroll Minimisation (LUM)) Let α be the initial loop unrolling degree and let T = {t1, . . . , tn}
be the set of register types. For each register type tj ∈ T , let R
tj ∈ N be the number of remaining registers after a
periodic register allocation for this register type. Let kj be the number of reuse circuits of type tj . We note µi,tj ∈ N
as the weight of the ith reuse circuit of the register type tj . For each reuse circuit i and each register type tj , we must
compute the added registers ri,tj such that we find a new periodic register allocation with a minimal loop unrolling
degree. This is described by the following constraints:
1. α∗ = lcm(lcm(µ1,t1 + r1,t1 , . . . , µk1,t1 + rk1,t1), . . . , lcm(µ1,tn + r1,tn , . . . , µkn,tn + rkn,tn)) is minimal
(optimality constraint).
2. ∀tj ∈ T ,
kj∑
i=1
ri,tj ≤ R
tj (validity constraints)
That is, this formal problem describes the idea of increasing the number of allocated registers without exceeding
the number of available ones (to guarantee the absence of spilling), with the goal of minimising the global unroll
factor. Increasing the number of allocated registers is done by increasing the weights of the reuse circuit. If a reuse
circuit consists of multiple edges, then increasing the weigth of any edge inside this reuse circuit is a valid solution.
This solution is valid as proved in the next lemma. Intuively, this lemma says that if we succeed in building a periodic
register allocation with RCt1 registers of type t, then we can build a periodic register allocation with RC
t
2 registers of
type t, where RCt1 ≤ RC
t
2 ≤ R
t
Lemma 1 Let G = (V,E) be a loop data dependence graph. Let Greuse, be a valid reuse graph of each register type
t ∈ T associated with the loop G. LetR be the number of available registers of type t. Let (uti, u
t
j) a single arbitrary
reuse arc in Greuse,t with its associated reuse distance νti,j ∈ Z. Then:
νti,j ≤ R
t =⇒ ∀x ∈ [0,Rt − νti,j ], ν
t
i,j + x is a valid reuse distance for the reuse arc (u
t
i, u
t
j)
Proof:
The proof comes from the formal linear constraints defining the validity of ν variables. These constraints
have been defined in [24, 23], that we summarise here. The proof is organised in three subsections.
Subsection 3.1 recalls the integer linear program that defines the validity constraints of a reuse graph.
Then, Subsections 3.2 and 3.2 prove that νti,j + x does not violate these validity conditions.
Our processor model considers both UAL (Unit Assumed Latencies) and NUAL (Non UAL) semantics
[21]. Given a register type t ∈ T , we model possible delays when reading from or writing into registers of
type t. We define two delay functions δr,t : V 7→ N and δw,t : V
R,t 7→ N.2 These delay functions model
NUAL semantics. Thus, the statement u reads from a register δr,t(u) clock cycles after the schedule date
of u. Also, u writes into a register δw,t(u) clock cycles after the schedule date of u. In UAL, the code
semantics is sequential, these delays are not visible to the compiler, so we have δw,t = δr,t = 0.
In this proof, we consider G = (V,E) to be a loop DDG, and Greuse,t an associated reuse graph to be
computed using integer linear constraints as defined below.
3.1 Linear Constraints for ν Variables
This section briefly recalls the construction of the reuse graph. A recent description for multiple register
types can be found in Touati et al. [23, 24]. We say that a value is killed when all its consumers have
already read it, and consequently, it does not have to occupy a register anymore. Any last reading instruc-
tion is called its killer. If the DDG is already scheduled, then it is easy to compute the killing instruction
and the killing date of each value. However, if the DDG is not already scheduled as in our case, then
the killing instruction is not known. For each value v, we create a virtual killer K, adding edges from
all the consumers of v to the killer node K, and we also introduce reuse edges from K to all subsequent
iterations of the consumers of v.
2w is a write to a register of type t, hence the restriction to V R,t for δw,t.
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3.1.1 Basic variables
• We define a schedule variable σi ∈ N for each statement ui ∈ V , including σKi for each killer
Ki. We consider L as a maximal value for σ variables, L is sufficiently large (for instance L =∑
e∈E δ(e)).
Since our instruction scheduling function is a modulo schedule with initiation interval II , we only
consider the integer execution date of the first operation occurrence σi = σ(ui(0)) and the execution
date of any other occurrence ui(k) becomes equal to σ(ui(k)) = σi + k × II .
• A binary variable θti,j for each pair of statements (u
t
i, u
t
j) ∈ V
R,t × V R,t. It is set to 1 if and only if
(uti, u
t
j) is a reuse arc;
• A reuse distance νti,j ∈ N for each pair of statements (u
t
i, u
t
j) ∈ V
R,t × V R,t that is a reuse arc.
3.1.2 Linear constraints
• Data dependences
The schedule must at least satisfy the precedence constraints defined by the DDG.
∀e = (ui, uj) ∈ E : σj − σi ≥ δ(e)− II × λ(e) (1)
• Flow dependences
Each flow dependence e = (uti, u
t
j) ∈ E
R,t, ∀t ∈ T means that the statement occurrence uj(k +
λ(e)) reads the data produced by ui(k) at time σj + δr,t(uj) + (λ(e) + k) × II . Then, we must
schedule the killerKi of the statement ui after all ui’s consumers. ∀t ∈ T , ∀ui ∈ V
R,t, ∀uj ∈ {v |
(ui, v) ∈ E
R,t}|e = (ui, uj) ∈ E
R,t :
σKi ≥ σj + δr,t(uj) + II × λ(e) (2)
• Storage dependences
There is a storage dependence between Ki and u
t
j if (u
t
i, u
t
j) is a reuse arc of type t. ∀t ∈
T , ∀(ui, uj) ∈ V
R,t × V R,t :
θti,j = 1 =⇒ σKi − δw,t(uj) ≤ σj + II × ν
t
i,j
This involvement can result in the following inequality: ∀t ∈ T , ∀(uti, u
t
j) ∈ V
R,t × V R,t,
σj − σKi + II × ν
t
i,j +M1 × (1− θ
t
i,j) ≥ −δw,t(uj) (3)
whereM1 is an arbitrarily large constant.
If there is no register reuse between two statements ui and uj , then θ
t
i,j = 0 and the storage depen-
dence distance νti,j must be set to 0 in order to not be accumulated in the objective function.
∀(ui, uj) ∈ V
R,t × V R,t : νti,j ≤M2 × θ
t
i,j (4)
whereM2 is an arbitrarily large constant.
• Reuse relations
The reuse relation of type tmust be a bijection from V R,t to V R,t. A register of type t can be reused
by one statement and a statement can reuse one released register:
∀uti ∈ V
R,t :
∑
ut
j
∈V R,t
θti,j = 1 (5)
∀utj ∈ V
R,t :
∑
ut
i
∈V R,t
θti,j = 1 (6)
From the above integer linear program, we see that the ν variables are constrained by Inequality 4
and 3. The two following subsections treat them separately.
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3.2 Valid Upper Bounds of ν Variables (Inequality 4)
From the above linear constraints, we prove here that increasing the values of ν variables does not
violate the upper bounds of ν variables.
The constraints which define an upper bound for ν variables are defined by Inequality 4:
∀(ui, uj) ∈ V
R,t × V R,t : νti,j ≤M2 × θ
t
i,j
We have two cases regarding θti,j ∈ {0, 1} value:
1. θti,j = 0 =⇒ ν
t
i,j ≤ 0. Since ν
t
i,j ∈ N =⇒ ν
t
i,j = 0. This means that if (u
t
i, u
t
j) is not a reuse
arc, then its reuse distance is equal to zero.
2. θti,j = 1 =⇒ ν
t
i,j ≤M2. SinceM2 is arbitrarily large, this means that ν
t
i,j can arbitrarily verify
this condition. In other words, this means that if (uti, u
t
j) is a reuse arc, then its reuse distance
can be arbitrarily large too.
We can decide for a proper finite value forM2 that verifies Inequality 4:
By assumption νti,j ≤ R
t =⇒ νti,j ≤ maxt∈T R
t. We can deduce a finite value for M2 as M2 =
maxt∈T R
t. The formal result of our lemma is directly deduced from the assumption that νti,j ≤ R
t,
and by setting the natural number x = Rt − νti,j , we have obviously ν
t
i,j + x ≤M2.
The next section checks that νti,j + x also verifies the other linear constraints.
3.3 Storage Constraints on νt Variables (Inequality 3)
The other constraints on ν variables are those of Inequality 3:
σj−σKi+II×ν
t
i,j+M1×(1−θ
t
i,j) ≥ −δw,t(uj) =⇒ ν
t
i,j ≥
−σj + σKi −M1 × (1− θ
t
i,j)− δw,t(uj)
II
Since x = Rt − νti,j ≥ 0 =⇒ ν
t
i,j + x ≥
−σj+σKi−M1×(1−θ
t
i,j)−δw,t(uj
II
This means that the value νti,j + x verifies the storage constraints too. Consequently, it constitutes a valid
reuse distance.
y
For clarity, we first present a solution to Problem 1 in the case of a single register type.
4 Algorithmic Solution for Unroll Factor Minimisation: Single Register Type
In this section, we solve the problem of minimal unroll degree in the case of a single register type, based on reuse
graphs (unscheduled loops). When we consider a single register type, then we have a single reuse graph for the
considered register type. The formula for computing the unrolling degree becomes equal to a single LCM of the
weights of the reuse circuits of the implicit register type. By replacing the notations of µi,t (ri,t and R
t resp.) by µi
(ri and R resp.), Problem 1 amounts to the following one.
Problem 2 (LCM-MIN) Let R ∈ N be the number of remaining registers. Let µ1, . . . , µk ∈ N be the weights of the
reuse circuits. Compute the added registers r1, . . . , rk ∈ N such that:
1.
∑k
i=1 ri ≤ R (validity constraints)
2. lcm(µ1 + r1, . . . , µk + rk) is minimal (optimisation objective).
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To our knowledge, Problem 2 has no simple, closed-form solution, and its algorithmic complexity is still an open
problem3.
Before stating our solution for Problem 2, we propose to find a solution for a sub-problem that we call Fixed
Loop Unrolling Problem. The solution of this sub-problem constitutes the basis of the solution of Problem 2. The
Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem proposes to find, for a fixed unrolling degree β, the number of registers that should be
added to each circuit to ensure that the size of each circuit is a divisor of β. That is, we find the number of registers
added to each circuit r1, ..., rk such that
∑k
i=1 ri ≤ R and β is a common multiple of the different updated weights
µ1 + r1, ....+ µk + rk. A formal description is given in the next section.
4.1 Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem
We formulate the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem as follow:
Problem 3 (Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem) Let R ∈ N be the number of remaining registers. Let µ1, . . . , µk ∈ N
be the weights of the reuse circuits. Given a positive integer β, compute the different added registers r1, . . . , rk ∈ N
such that:
1.
∑k
i=1 ri ≤ R
2. β is the common multiple of the news circuits weights µ1 + r1, . . . , µk + rk
To improve readability, we use CM to denote common multiple.
Before describing our solution for Problem 3, we state Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 that we need to use afterwards.
Lemma 2 Let us note some properties of the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem:
1. β ≥ maxi µi =⇒ ∃(r1, . . . , rk) ∈ N
k such that: CM(µ1 + r1, . . . , µk + rk) = β
2. Let r1, . . . , rk be the solution of Problem 3 such that
∑k
i=1 ri is minimal. If
∑k
i=1 ri > R then Fixed Loop
Unrolling Problem cannot be solved.
Proof:
• The first issue can be proved by finding an obvious list of added registers
(r1, . . . , rk) ∈ N
k such that: CM(µ1 + r1, . . . , µk + rk) = β
Let us assume that β ≥ maxi µi. If we put ∀i = 1, k : ri = β − µi then
∀i = 1, k : ri ≥ 0 and CM(µ1 + r1, . . . , µk + rk) = β because ∀i = 1, k : µi + ri = β
• The second issue can be proved by contradiction.
3Indeed, a similar reduced problem exists in cryptography theory: Given two natural numbers a, b, compute x ≤ Rt ∈ N such that gcd(a, b+x)
is maximal (gcd denotes the greatest common divisor, GCD). This GCD maximisation problem is defined for two integers only, it is equivalent to
minimising the LCM of two integers because lcm(a, b) = a×b
gcd(a,b)
. The GCD maximisation problem of two integers is known to be equivalent to
the integer factorisation problem: the decision problem of integer factorisation has unknown complexity class till now. It is currently solved with
approximate methods devoted to very large numbers [14]. Problem 2 is a generalisation of the GCD maximisation problem. The heuristic presented
in [14] is not appropriate in our case because: 1) The problem tackled in [14] deals with two integers only, that we cannot generalise to minimise
the LCM to multiple integers because LCM(x0, · · · , xk) 6=
x0×···×xk
gcd(x0,··· ,xk)
for k > 2. 2) We deal with multiple small numbers (in practice,
R ≤ 128), allowing to design optimal methods efficient in practice instead of heuristics.
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Let us assume that we find another solution r′1, . . . , r
′
k for the problem 3 such that
∑k
i=1 r
′
i ≤ R.
However, in the second part of Lemma 2, we find a list of added register r1, . . . , rk such that
∑k
i=1 ri
is minimal. Consequently,
k∑
i=1
ri ≤
k∑
i=1
r′i (by assumption, it is minimal) =⇒ R <
k∑
i=1
ri ≤
k∑
i=1
r′i
which constitues a contradiction with
∑k
i=1 r
′
i ≤ R.
Thus, if there exists a list of added registers which fulfill the constraints of the problem 3 such that∑k
i=1 ri minimal > R then Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem cannot be resolved.
y
Lemma 3 Let β be a positive integer andDβ be the set of its divisors. Let µ1, . . . , µk ∈ N be the weights of the reuse
circuits. If we find a list of the added registers r1, . . . , rk ∈ N for Problem 3, then we have the following results:
1. β = CM(µ1 + r1, . . . , µk + rk)⇒ ∀i = 1, k : β ≥ µi
2. β = CM(µ1 + r1, . . . , µk + rk)⇒ ∀i = 1, k : ∃di, ri = di − µi with di ∈ Dβ ∧ di ≥ µi.
Proof:
The first issue can be proved as follows:
β is the common multiple (CM) of the news circuits weights µ1 + r1, . . . , µk + rk
⇒ ∀i = 1, k : β ≥ µi + ri (7)
From (7) we have:
∀i = 1, k : β ≥ µi + ri ⇒ ∀i = 1, k : β − µi ≥ ri (8)
From (8) we have:
∀i = 1, k : β ≥ µi because ∀i = 1, k : ri ≥ 0 (each ri ∈ N)
The first issue is proved.
The second issue can be proved by using the definition of the common multiple (CM) of a set of positive
integers. Hence, we have:
β is the common multiple (CM) of the news circuits weights µ1 + r1, . . . , µk + rk
⇒ ∀i = 1, k : µi + ri is a divisor of β (9)
From (9) we have:
∀i = 1, k : µi + ri is a divisor of β
⇒ ∀ i = 1, k : ∃ di ∈ Dβ | µi + ri = di (10)
From (10) we find:
{
∀ i = 1, k : ri ≥ 0
∃ di ∈ Dβ | µi + ri = di
⇒


∀ i = 1, k
∃ di ∈ Dβ :
ri = di − µi
with di ≥ µi
The second issue of Lemma 3 is proved.
y
After proving Lemma 3 and by using Lemma 2, we describe our solution for the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem in
the next section.
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d0 = 1
r1 = d1 − µ1 ri = di − µi rk = dk − µk
dkµ1 d1 µi di µk dm = β
Figure 6: Graphical solution for the fixed loop unrolling problem
4.2 Solution for the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem
Proposition 1 Let β be a positive integer andDβ be the set of its divisors. LetR be the number of remaining registers.
Let µ1, . . . , µk ∈ N be the weights of the reuse circuits. A minimal list of the added registers (r1, . . . , rk ∈ N with∑k
i=1 ri is minimal ) can be found by adding to each reuse circuit µi a minimal value ri such as ri = di − µi with
di = min{d ∈ Dβ | d ≥ µi}. If we denote CM as common multiple then the two following implications are true:
1. β = CM(µ1 + r1, . . . , µk + rk) ∧
∑k
i=1 ri ≤ R ⇒ we find a solution for Problem 3;
2. β = CM(µ1 + r1, . . . , µk + rk) ∧
∑k
i=1 ri > R ⇒ Problem 3 has no solution.
Proof:
In Lemma 3, we have proved that:
β = CM(µ1 + r1, . . . , µk + rk) =⇒ ∀ i = 1, k : ∃ di ∈ Dβ | ri = di − µi ∧ di ≥ µi (11)
From Equation (11) we have:
ri is minimal ⇒ di is the smallest divisor of β ≥ µi (12)
From Equation (12) a list of the added registers r1, . . . , rk with
∑k
i=1 ri is minimal can be defined as
follows:
∀i = 1, k : ri is minimal =⇒ ∀i = 1, k : ri = di − µi ∧ di = min{d ∈ Dβ | d ≥ µi}
According to Lemma 2, if we find a list of the added registers (the different values of ri) among the
remaining registers such as
∑k
i=1 ri is minimal ≤ R then these different values of ri can be a solution
for the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem. Otherwise, if
∑k
i=1 ri is minimal > R then we are sure that there
are no solution for Problem 3.
y
Figure 6 represents a graphical solution for the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem. We assume that the different
weights and the different divisors of β are sorted on the same axis in an ascending order.
Algorithm 1 implements our solution for the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem. This algorithm tries to divide R the
remaining registers among the circuits to achieve a fixed common multiple of k integers (the different weights of reuse
circuits µi). It checks if β can become the new loop unrolling degree. For this purpose, Algorithm 1 uses Algorithm 2
that returns the smallest divisor just after an integer value. Algorithm 1 finds out the list of added registers among the
remaining registers R between the reuse circuits (the different values of ri ∀i = 1, k), if such list of added registers
exists. It returns also a boolean success which takes the following values:
success =
{
true if
∑k
i=1 ri ≤ R
false otherwise
The maximal algorithmic complexity of the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem is then dominated by the while loop:
O((Rt)2).
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Algorithm 1 Fixed loop unrolling problem
Require: k: the number of reuse circuits; µi: the different weights of reuse circuits;R
t: the number of architectural registers, and
β: the loop unrolling degree
Ensure: the different added registers r1, . . . , rk with
∑k
i=1 ri minimal if it exists and a boolean success
R = Rt −
∑
1≤i≤k µi {the remaining register}
sum← 0
success← true {defines if we find a valid solution for the different added registers}
i← 1 {represents the number of reuse circuits}
D ← DIVISORS(β,Rt) {calculate the sorted list of divisors of β that are ≤ Rt including β}
while i ≤ k ∧ success do
di ← DIV NEAR(µi, D) {DIV NEAR returns the smallest divisors of β greater or equal to µi}
ri ← di − µi
sum← sum+ ri
if sum > R then
success← false
else
i← i+ 1
end if
end while
return (r1, . . . , rk), success
Algorithm 2 DIV NEAR
Require: µi: the weight of the reuse circuits;D = (d1, . . . , dn): the n divisors of β sorted by ascending order
Ensure: di the smallest divisors of β greater or equal to µi
i← 1 {represents the index of the divisor of β}
while i ≤ n do
if di ≥ µi then
return (di)
end if
i← i+ 1
end while
Algorithm 3 DIVISORS
Require: β: the loop unrolling degree;Rt: the number of architectural registers
Ensure: D the list of the divisors of β that are ≤ Rt, including β
bound← min(Rt, β/2)
D ← {1}
for d = 2 to bound do
if β mod d = 0 then
D ← D ∪ {d} {Keep the list ordered in ascending order}
end if
end for
D = D ∪ {β}
return (D)
Analysis of the Complexity of Algorithm 1
• Regarding the DIVISORS algorithm:
– The maximal number of iterations is bound ≤ Rt.
– Inserting an element inside the list costs at most log(Rt).
– The maximal complexity of DIVISORS algorithm is O(Rt × log(Rt)).
• Regarding the DIV NEAR algorithm: O(n) ≤ O(Rt).
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• Regarding the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem algorithm:
– Calling DIVISORS costs O(Rt × log(Rt)).
– The while loop iterates at most k ≤ Rt times.
– At each iteration, calling DIV NEAR costs O(Rt).
– The maximal algorithmic complexity of the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem is then dominated by the while
loop: O((Rt)2).
The solution of the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem constitutes the basis of a solution for the LCM-MIN Problem
explained in the next section.
4.3 Solution for LCM-MIN Problem
For the solution of the LCM-MIN Problem (Problem 2) we use the solution of the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem and
the result of Lemma 3. According to Lemma 3, the solution space S for α∗ (the solution of LCM-MIN Problem) is
bounded by α, the initial unroll factor.{
∀ i = 1, k : α∗ ≥ µi (From Lemma 3)
α∗ ≤ α
⇒ max
1≤i≤k
µi ≤ α
∗ ≤ α
In addition, α∗ is a multiple of each µi + ri with 0 ≤ ri ≤ R. If we assume that µk = max1≤i≤k µi then α
∗ is a
multiple of µk + rk with 0 ≤ rk ≤ R. Furthermore, the solution space S can be defined as follows:
S = {β ∈ N | β is multiple of (µk + rk) ∀rk = 0, R ∧ µk ≤ β ≤ α}
After describing the set S of all possible values of α∗. The minimal α∗, that is the solution for Problem 2, is defined
as follows:
α∗ = min{β ∈ S|∃(r1, . . . , rk) ∈ N
k ∧ lcm(µ1 + r1, . . . , µk + rk) = β ∧
k∑
i=1
ri ≤ R}
Figure 7 portrays all values of the set S as a partial lattice. An arrow between two nodes means that the value in the
first node is less than the value of the second node: a → b =⇒ a < b. The value µk represents the value of the reuse
circuit number k. Because we assumed that µ values are sorted in ascending order, µk is the highest weight of all
reuse circuits. α is the initial loop unrolling value. Each node is a potential solution (β) which can be considered as
the minimal loop unrolling degree. A dashed node can not be a potential candidate because its value is greater than α.
Let τ = α div µk be the number of the lines of the lattice. Each line describes a set of multiples. For example, the
line j describes a set of multiples Sj = {β|∃rk, 0 ≤ rk ≤ R
t, β = j × (µk + rk) ∧ β ≤ α}
In order to find α∗, the minimal unroll factor, our solution consists in checking if each node of S can be a solution
for the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem: at last we are sure that the minimum of all these values is the minimal loop
unrolling degree.
Despite traversing all the nodes of S, we describe in Figure 7 an efficient way to find the minimal α∗. We proceed
line by line in the figure. In each line, we apply Algorithm 1 to each node until the value of the predicate success
returned by Algorithm 1 is true or until we arrive at the last line when β = α. If the value β of the node i of the line j
verifies the predicate (success = true), then we have two cases:
1. If the value of this node is less than the value of the first node of the next line then we are sure that this value is
optimal (α∗ = β). This is because all the remaining nodes are greater than β (by construction of the lattice S).
2. Else we have found a unroll factor less than the original α. We note this new value α′ and we try once again to
minimise it until we find the minimal (the first case). The search space shrinks: S′ = {β ∈ N|∀rk = 0..R :
β is multiple of (µk + rk) ∧ (j + 1)× µk ≤ β ≤ α
′}.
Algorithm 4 implements our solution for the LCM-MIN Problem. This algorithm minimises the loop unrolling
degree α which is the least common multiple of k reuse circuits whose weights are µ1, . . . , µk. Our method is based
on using the remaining registers R. This algorithm computes α∗ the minimal value of loop unrolling degree and the
minimal list r1, . . . , rk of the added registers to the different reuse circuits.
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β = α′
µk µk + 1 µk + 2 µk +R
2.µk 2.(µk + 1) 2.(µk + 2) 2.(µk +R)
3.µk 3.(µk + 1) 3.(µk + 2) 3.(µk +R)
β = α′
α
α
τ.µk
Figure 7: How to traverse the lattice S
Listing 2: Example of a sequential kernel code generation for the register type t1
FOR i=0, i<N, i=i+3
u_1(i) : R1 = ...
u_2(i) :
u_3(i) : R4 = R3...
u_4(i) : ...= R4...
u_1(i+1): R2 = ...
u_2(i+1):
u_3(i+1): R5 = R1...
u_4(i+1): ...= R5...
u_1(i+2): R3 = ...
u_2(i+2):
u_3(i+2): R6 = R2...
u_4(i+2): ...= R6...
ENDFOR
Algorithmic Complexity Analysis of Algorithm 4 In the worst case, Algorithm 1 is processed on all the nodes of
the set S in Figure 7. The set S has R×α
µk
nodes (µk = maxµi and α = lcm(µ1, ..., µk)). We know that 1 ≤ µk ≤ R
t.
Consequently, the size of the set S is less or equal to Rt × α. On each node, we process Algorithm 1. Hence, the
maximal algorithmic complexity of is O(R × α× (Rt)2) = O(R × (Rt)2 × lcm(µ1, ..., µk)).
Example 2 Let us come back to the example of Figure 5 on page 8, but we focus on the single register type t1, and
we neglect the other register type t2. There are initially two reuse circuits with two costs µ1 = ν
t1(u1, u1) = 3, and
µ2 = ν
t1(u3, u3) = 2. Thus, as shown in Ex. 1, the initial unroll factor is equal to lcm(3, 2) = 6. It is easy to see that
if we increment the reuse distance νt1(u3, u3) from 2 to 3, then the cost of the reuse circuit (u3, u3) becomes equal to
3, and hence the unroll factor becomes equal to lcm(3, 3) = 3 instead of 6. The new number of allocated registers
becomes equal to RCt1 = 3 + 3 instead of 5 initially. A valid kernel code generation with 6 registers of type t1 and
an unroll factor equal to 3 is given in Listing 2.
Example 3 Let us consider a more complex example with a set of five reuse circuits with the respective weights:
µ1 = 3, µ2 = 4, µ3 = 5, µ4 = 7, µ5 = 8. The initial number of allocated registers is equal to RC = 3 + 4 +
5 + 7 + 8 = 27. The loop unrolling degree α is their least common multiple (α = lcm(3, 4, 5, 7, 8) = 840). Let us
assume that we have Rt = 32 architectural registers in the target processor. So hence we have R = 32 − 27 = 5
remaining registers. By applying Algorithm 4, we find that the minimal numbers of registers added to each reuse
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Algorithm 4 LCM-MIN algorithm
Require: k: the number of reuse circuits; µi: the weights of the reuse circuits; R
t: the number of architectural registers; α: the
initial loop unrolling degree
Ensure: the minimal loop unrolling degree α∗ and a list r1, . . . , rk of added registers with
∑k
i=1 ri minimal
R = Rt −
∑
1≤i≤k µi {The remaining registers}
α∗ ← µk {minimal value of loop unrolling α
∗}
if α = α∗ ∨R = 0 then
if R = 0 then
α∗ ← α {α nothing can be done, no remaining registers}
end if
else
rk ← 0 {number of registers added to the reuse circuit µk}
β ← µk {value of the first node in the set S}
j ← 1 {line number j in the set S}
τ ← α div µk {total number of lines in the set S}
stop← false {stop = true if the minimal is found}
success← false {predicate returned by Algorithm 1}
while β ≤ α ∧ ¬stop do
{Traversing the set S until we find the minimal loop unrolling factor}
success ← Fixed Unrolling Problem(k, µi,R
t, β) {Apply for each node the Algorithm 1}
if ¬success then
if rk < R then
rk++ {we go to the next node on the same line}
else
rk ← 0 {we go to the first node of the next line}
j++
end if
β ← j × (µk + rk) {compute the new value of the potential new unrolling factor β}
if β > α ∧ j < τ then
{ignore the dashed node}
rk ← 0 {dashed node, we go to the first node of the next line}
j++
β ← j × µk
end if
else
α∗ ← β { β may be the minimal loop unrolling degree}
if α∗ ≤ (j + 1) × µk then
stop← true {we are sure that α∗ is the minimal loop unrolling degree}
else
α← α∗ {we find a new value of α to minimise}
τ ← α div µk
rk ← 0
j++
β ← j × µk
end if
end if
end while
end if
circuits are r1 = 1, r2 = 0, r3 = 3, r4 = 1, r5 = 0. The new reuse circuits’ weights become µ1 = 3 + 1 = 4,
µ2 = 4 + 0 = 4, µ3 = 5 + 3 = 8,µ4 = 7 + 1 = 8, µ5 + 0 = 8. The new number of allocated registers become equal
to 4 + 4 + 8+ 8+ 8 = 32. The new unroll factor becomes equal to α∗ = lcm(4, 4, 8, 8, 8) = 8, which means that we
reduced it by a ratio = α
α∗
= 105.
The next section extends the algorithm of unroll factor minimisation to the case of multiple register types.
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5 Unroll Factor Minimisation in the Presence of Multiple Register Types
In the presence of multiple register types, minimising the loop unrolling degree of each type separately does not lead
to the minimal loop unrolling degree for the whole loop, as illustrated in the following example.
Example 4 Let us return to the example in Figure 5 on page 8. We want to minimise the loop unrolling degree of
the initial reuse graph in Figure 5(b), where two register types t1, t2 are considered. The initial kernel loop unrolling
degree α = 12 is the LCM of αt1 = 6 and αt2 = 12 which are respectively the LCM of the different reuse circuits
weights for each register type. In this configuration, let us assume that we have Rtj = 8 available architectural
registers in the processor for each register type tj . Hence we have R
t1 = 8 − 5 = 3 (resp Rt2 = 1) remaining
registers for register type t1 (resp t2). By applying the loop unrolling minimisation for each register type separately
as studied in Section 4, the minimal loop unrolling degree for each register type becomes: αt1
∗
= 3 for register type
t1 and α
t2∗ = 4 for register type t2, see Figure 8(a). However, the global kernel loop unrolling degree is not minimal
α′ = lcm(αt1
∗
, αt2
∗
) = 12. The minimal global kernel loop unrolling degree is computed below.
In Figure 8(b), we provide a solution where the minimal loop unrolling degree is α∗ = 4 < α′. The unroll factor
of t1 is equal to 4, which is not its minimal value (equal to 3 as shown above). However, the global unroll factor that
satisfies both t1 and t2 is minimal and equal to 4. The minimal number of registers added to each reuse circuit of each
type are: r1,t1 = 1, r2,t1 = 0, r1,t2 = 1, r2,t2 = 0. Note that ri,tj is the number of registers added to the i
th reuse
circuit of the type tj . Our method explained in the following sections guarantees that the new number of allocated
registers will not exceed the number of architectural registers for each register type tj .
Now let us examine an example of a valid code generation associated to the reuse graphs of Figure 8(b), even
though at this stage of compilation, the loop is not yet scheduled. Listing 3 shows a kernel code generation for the
register type t1 only: registers of type t1 are named with the prefix R. The number of allocated registers is RC
t1 =
4 + 2 = 6 and the unroll factor is equal to 4. Listing 4 shows a kernel code generation for the register type t2 only:
registers of type t2 are named with the prefix S. The number of allocated registers is RC
t2 = 4 + (1 + 3) = 8 and
the unroll factor is equal to 4. The kernel code generation that is correct for both t1 and t2 is given in Listing 5 and
the unroll factor is minimal and equal to 4: note that the statement u1 has two destination registers of two distinct
types, as previously illustrated in the DDG of Figure 5(a). As can be seen, the initial unroll factor was equal to 12,
as computed in Example 1 in page 9, we minimise it here to 4, which is the optimal value. We also guarantee that the
number of extra used registers does not exceed the number of remaining registers.
Listing 3: Kernel code generation for register type t1
FOR i=0, i<N, i=i+4
u_1(i): R1 =
u_2(i):
u_3(i): R5 = R4 +...
u_4(i): ...= R5 +...
u_1(i+1): R2 =
u_2(i+1):
u_3(i+1): R6 = R1 +...
u_4(i+1):...= R6 +...
u_1(i+2): R3 =
u_2(i+2):
u_3(i+2): R5= R2 + ...
u_4(i+2):...= R5 +...
u_1(i+3): R4=
u_2(i+3):
u_3(i+3): R6 = R3 +...
u_4(i+4): ...= R6 +...
ENDFOR
Listing 4: Kernel code generation for register type t2
FOR i=0, i<N, i=i+4
u_1(i): S1 = S7 +...
u_2(i): S5 = S1 +...
u_3(i):
u_4(i): S6 = S8 + S5
u_1(i+1): S2 = S8 +...
u_2(i+1): S6 = S2 +...
u_3(i+1):
u_4(i+1): S7= S5 + S6
u_1(i+2): S3 = S5 +...
u_2(i+2): S7 = S3 +...
u_3(i+2):
u_4(i+2): S8 = S6 + S7
u_1(i+3): S4 = S6 +...
u_2(i+3): S8 = S4 +...
u_3(i+3):
u_4(i+4): S5 = S7 + S8
ENDFOR
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(a) Minimising  Loop Unrolling for Each Register Type Separately 
4
31
3 3
4
31
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(b) Minimising Loop Unrolling for all Register Types Conjointly
New Kernel Loop Unrolling:
Minimal Kernel Loop Unrolling:
C2,t1 = {u3}
µ2,t1 = 2 + 1µ1,t1 = 3
C1,t2 = {u1}
µ1,t2 = 3 + 1 µ2,t2 = 4
u2
u4
u1u3u1
C2,t2 = {u2, u4}
αt1
∗
= lcm(3, 3) = 3
C1,t1 = {u1} C2,t1 = {u3}
µ2,t1 = 2
C1,t2 = {u1}
µ1,t2 = 3 + 1
u2
u1u3u1
µ2,t2 = 4µ1,t1 = 3 + 1
u4
C1,t1 = {u1}
Register type t1 : R
t1 = 8 Register type t2 : R
t2 = 8
α′t2 = lcm(4, 4) = 4
α′t1 = lcm(4, 2) = 4
C2,t2 = {u2, u4} RC
t1 = 4 + 2 = 6 ≤ Rt1
αt2
∗
= lcm(4, 4) = 4
α′ = lcm(αt1
∗
, αt2
∗
) = 12
Register type t1 : R
t1 = 8 Register type t2 : R
t2 = 8
RCt1 = 3 + 3 ≤ Rt1
RCt2 = 4 + 4 ≤ Rt2
RCt2 = 4 + 4 ≤ Rt2
α∗ = lcm(α′t1, α′t2) = 4
Figure 8: Modifying reuse graphs to minimise loop unrolling factor
Listing 5: Kernel code generation for the two register types
conjointly
FOR i=0, i<N, i=i+4
u_1(i): R1,S1 = S7
u_2(i): S5 = S1
u_3(i): R5 = R4
u_4(i): S6 = S8 + S5 + R5
u_1(i+1): R2,S2 = S8
u_2(i+1): S6 = S2
u_3(i+1): R6 = R1
u_4(i+1): S7= S5 + S6 + R6
u_1(i+2): R3,S3 = S5
u_2(i+2): S7 = S3
u_3(i+2): R5 = R4
u_4(i+2): S8 = S6 + S7 + R5
u_1(i+3): R4,S4 = S6
u_2(i+3): S8 = S4
u_3(i+3): R6 = R3
u_4(i+4): S5 = S7 + S8 + R6
ENDFOR
The following section defines the search space S for the minimal kernel loop unrolling α∗.
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5.1 Search Space for Minimal Kernel Loop Unrolling
According to the properties of LCM and to the formulation of Problem 1, the search space S for the minimal kernel
loop unrolling α∗ is bounded. In fact, three cases arise:
Case 1: No remaining registers for all the different register types In this case, the initial loop unrolling degree
cannot be minimised α∗ = α.
Case 2: No remaining registers for some register types Assume that αj is the loop unrolling degree for the register
type tj ∈ T . In this way, α = lcm(α
1, . . . , αn). We define the subset T ′ which contains all the register types such that
there are no remaining registers for these register types after periodic register allocation (T ′ ⊂ T such that T ′ =
{t ∈ T | Rt = 0}). If there are no registers left for these register types, we cannot minimise their loop unrolling
degrees, see Section 4. Therefore, the minimal global loop unrolling degree α∗ ≥ αj ∀ tj ∈ T
′. By considering
α′ = lcmt∈T ′(α
t), we have the following inequality:
α′ ≤ α∗ ≤ α (13)
In addition, from LCM properties:
α∗ is multiple of α′ (14)
From Equation 13 and Equation 14, the search space S is defined as follows:
S = {β ∈ N | β is multiple of α′ ∧ α′ ≤ β ≤ α}
Here, each value β can be a potential final loop unrolling degree.
Case 3: All register types have some remaining registers From the associative property of LCM, we have:
α∗ = lcm(lcm(µ1,t1 + r1,t1 , . . . , µk1,t1 + rk1,t1), . . . , lcm(µ1,tn + r1,tn , . . . , µkn,tn + rkn,tn))
=⇒ α∗ = lcm(µ1,t1 + r1,t1 , . . . , µk1,t1 + rk1,t1 , . . . , µ1,tn + r1,tn , . . . , µkn,tn + rkn,tn)
The final loop unrolling factor α∗ is a multiple of each updated reuse circuit weight (µi,tj + ri,tj ) with the number of
additional registers (ri,tj ) varied from 0 (no added register for this circuit) toR
tj (all the remaining registers are added
to this reuse circuit).
Furthermore, if we assume that µkn,tn is the maximum weight of all the different circuits for all register types
(µkn,tn = max
tj
(max
i
µi,tj )) then α
∗ is a multiple of this specific updated circuit (α∗ is a multiple of (µkn,tn + rkn,tn)
with 0 ≤ rkn,tn ≤ R
tn ). We notice here that any reuse circuit satisfies this later property, but it is preferable to
consider the reuse circuit with a maximal weight because it decreases the cardinality of the search space S. Finally
the search space S can be stated as follows:
S = {β ∈ N | β is multiple of (µkn,tn + rkn,tn) , ∀rkn,tn = 0, R
tn ∧ µkn,tn ≤ β ≤ α}
After describing the set S of all possible values of α∗ (case 2 and case 3), the minimal kernel loop unrolling α∗ is
defined as follows:
α∗ = min{β ∈ S|∀tj ∈ T , ∃(r1,tj , . . . , rkj ,tj ) ∈ N
kj such that:
β is the Common Multiple (CM) of the following updated reuse circuits weights:
µ1,t1 + r1,t1 , . . . , µk1,t1 + rk1,t1 , . . . , µ1,tj + r1,tj , . . . , µkj ,tj + rkj ,tj , . . . , µ1,tn + r1,tn , . . . , µkn,tn + rkn,tn
∧
kj∑
i=1
ri,tj ≤ R
tj}
Another problem arises here: how to decide if the value β can be a potential new loop unrolling? Solving this
problem is explained in the next section.
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5.2 Generalisation of the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem in the Presence of Multiple Regis-
ter Types
Problem 4 (General Fixed Loop Unrolling) Let β ∈ S be a fixed loop unrolling degree and let T = {t1, . . . , tn} be
the set of register types. β can be a potential new loop unrolling if and only if we find for each register type tj ∈ T , a
minimal distribution of the remaining registers Rtj between its reuse circuits (µi,tj ) such that this new loop unrolling
degree β satisfies the following constraints:
1. β = CM(µ1,t1 + r1,t1 , . . . , µk1,t1 + rk1,t1 , . . . , µ1,tn + r1,tn , . . . , µkn,tn + rkn,tn)
2. ∀tj ∈ T
kj∑
i=1
ri,tj ≤ R
tj : for each register type, the additional registers does not exceed the number of
remaining registers
In order to determine if β can be the new kernel loop unrolling, we propose to generalise the Fixed Loop Unrolling
Problem solution to all register types. In fact, the different Constraints in Problem 4 are the generalisation of the Fixed
Loop Unrolling Problem constraints which must be satisfied for all the register types.
In general, the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem proposes to add to each reuse circuit µi,tj of each register type tj , a
minimal number of registers ri,tj from the remaining R
tj registers such that µi,tj + ri,tj is the smallest divisor of the
fixed loop unrolling β greater or equal to µi,tj . In this way, if the additional registers, for each register type, do not
exceed the number of remaining registers
kj∑
i=1
ri,tj ≤ R
tj , then β can be the new loop unrolling degree.
By using the associative property of the common multiple, we have:
β = CM(µ1,t1 + r1,t1 , . . . , µk1,t1 + rk1,t1 , . . . , µ1,tn + r1,tn , . . . , µkn,tn + rkn,tn)
⇒ ∀tj ∈ T , β is a Common Multiple of µ1,tj + r1,tj , . . . , µkj ,tj + rkj ,tj
Consequently, Algorithm 5 implements our solution for Problem 4 by reusing Algorithm 1 previously defined.
Algorithm 5 General fixed loop unrolling problem
Require: β ∈ S the fixed loop unrolling, T = {t1, . . . , tn} the set of register types. For each register type tj , we require the
number kj of reuse circuits, the different weights of reuse circuits µi,tj the remaining register R
tj and its initial loop unrolling
degree αj
Ensure: The boolean success and for each type tj , the different added registers r1,tj , . . . , rkj ,tj with
kj∑
i=1
ri,tj minimal
success← true {defines if β can be the new kernel loop unrolling}
j ← 1 {represents the type tj of T}
calculate the different divisors of β
while j ≤ n ∧ success do
if Rtj = 0 then
if β mod αj 6= 0 then
success← false {no optimisation for the type tj , the new unrolling degree must be a multiple of αj}
end if
else
success ← Fixed Unrolling Problem(β, kj , R
tj , µ1,tj , . . . , r1,tj , . . .) {we don’t calculate the different divisors of β
inside the function}
end if
j ← j + 1
end while
The solution of the General Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem (Problem 4) constitutes the basis of the solution for
Loop Unrolling Minimisation Problem (Problem 1) explained in the next section.
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5.3 Algorithmic solution for the Loop Unrolling Minimisation (LUM, Problem 1)
In order to compute the minimal kernel loop unrolling α∗, our solution consists in checking if each value β in the
search space S can be a solution for the Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem: it is guaranteed that the minimum of all these
values is the minimal loop unrolling degree.
Instead of computing all values β of S which satisfy the General Fixed Loop Unrolling Problem and finally taking
the minimal one, we describe in Figure 9 an efficient way to find the minimal α∗ depending on the construction of the
lattice S. Figure 9 also illustrates the different cases of the construction of the solution space S. The value of each
node represents a potential new loop unrolling degree and an arc between two nodes a, b (a → b) means that a < b.
The absence of an arc between two nodes means that the order is unknown. The structure of the search space depends
on the availability of the different types of registers :
• Case 1 (no registers left for all the different register types): no loop unroll minimisation is possible, α∗ = α.
• Case 2 (no registers left for some register types): α∗ is multiple of α′, we apply Algorithm 5 to each node of
Figure 9 until the predicate success returned by this algorithm is true or until we reach the last node α
• Case 3: some registers left for all the different register types: we traverse the set S in the same way as described
in Section 4. If we consider µ = µkn,tn (maximum weight of all the different circuits for all register types) and
R = Rtn (remaining registers for the register type tn) then we traverse the set S by proceeding line by line. In
each line, we apply Algorithm 5 to each node in turn until the value of the predicate success returned by this
algorithm is true or until we arrive at the last line where β = α. If the value β of the node i of the line j verifies
the predicate (success = true), then we have two cases:
a) If the value of this node is less than the value of the first node of the next line then we are sure that this
value is optimal (α∗ = β). This is because all the remaining nodes are greater than β (by construction of
the set S).
b) Otherwise we have found a new value of unrolling degree which is less than the original α. We note this
new value α” and we try once again to minimise it until we find the minimal (case a). The search space
becomes smaller (S′ = {β ∈ N|∀r = 0..R : β is multiple of (µ+ r) ∧ (j + 1)× µ ≤ β ≤ α”})
After describing our solution for the LUM problem in the case of unscheduled loops, the next section studies the
same problem but in the context of scheduled loops.
6 Unroll Factor Reduction for Already Scheduled Loops
When the SWP is fixed, circular lifetime intervals are known, and can be modeled using the meeting graph, as refer-
enced in Section 8.
If we base our unroll factor minimisation method on the meeting graph rather than on the reuse graph, we lose in
terms of genericity of the unroll factor obtained, but we will see that we are able to reduce algorithmic complexity and
the quality of the solution.
Figure 10 illustrates an example with a single register type. We want to reduce the loop unrolling degree of the
five circuits of the meeting graph in Figure 10(b). The loop is already software pipelined with an II = 5 (the SWP is
not drawn). According to the definition of the meeting graph, every node u corresponds to a variable (or to a dummy
node to cover all the II period), and its weight ω(u) is simply its live range. For instance, ω(u19) = 14 means
that it is alive during 14 clock cycles. As can be seen, this meeting graph has only one connected component, and
MAXLIVE =
∑
∀u ω(u)
II
= 27 (see Fig 10(a)). Then, the meeting graph is decomposed into elementary circuits (by
following the different chords). Every elementary circuit Ci has a weight equal to µi =
∑
u∈Ci
ω(u)
II
. In the example
of Fig 10(b), we have five elementary circuits with the following weights µ1 = 3, µ2 = 4, µ3 = 5, µ4 = 7, µ5 = 8.
If we want to allocate exactly RC = MAXLIVE = 27 registers, the kernel loop unrolling degree resulting from this
decomposition is α = lcm(µ1, µ2, µ3, µ4, µ5) = 840, the LCM of the weights of the different circuits. However, this
unroll factor is very large and it is impractical to allow the loop to be unrolled 840 times. The meeting graph proposes
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Case 2:  No remaining registers for some register types
Case 3:  Remaining registeres for all register types
Case 1:  No remaining registers for all register types
α
2.α′ α∗ α
µ + 1 µ + 2 µ +R
2.µ 2.(µ+ 1) 2.(µ+R)
3.µ 3.(µ+ 1) 3.(µ+ 2) 3.(µ+R)
β = α′′
α∗ = α
β = α′′
αµ
2.(µ+ 2)
α′
Figure 9: Loop unrolling values in the search space S
a) Meeting graph with one strongly connected component b) A decomposition of the meeting graph into elementary  circuits
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- Loop unrolling factor after minimisation: α∗ = lcm(3 + 1, 4 + 0, 5 + 3, 7 + 1, 8 + 0) = 8
- Loop unrolling factor before minimisation: α = min(MAXLIVEt, lcm(3, 4, 5, 7, 8)) = min(27, 840) = 27
Figure 10: Example of loop unrolling reduction using meeting graph
in this case to unroll the loop MAXLIVE times. This unroll factor is equal to 27, which is lower than 840 but is still
too large. In order to reduce it, we apply the loop unrolling reduction for the meeting graph circuits. Let us assume
that we have Rt = 32 available architectural registers. Hence we have R = Rt − RC = 32 − 27 = 5 remaining
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registers.
Once the meeting graph decomposed into elementary circuits, this section aims to compute the minimal loop
unrolling degree α∗ for the software pipelined loop using the meeting graph framework. Here, the reader must be
aware that this does not guarantee minimality for other possible decompositions of the meeting graph into elementary
circuits. Computing the minimal unroll factor for any circuit decomposition of the meeting graph is a combinatorical
open problem. So, in the context of this section, we consider a fixed decomposition of the meeting graph, we prefer to
use the term reduction of unroll degree instead of minimisation to avoid confusion.
As in the previous sections, we are willing to exploit the remaining registers, looking for a good distribution of
these registers over all the different strongly connected components. In Figure 10(b), the final loop unrolling degree
found with this method is α∗ = 8 instead of 27 or 840. The minimal number of registers added to each circuit of the
meeting graph are: r1 = 1, r2 = 0, r3 = 3, r4 = 1, r5 = 0. Note that ri is the number of registers added to the i
th
circuit of meeting graph.
The formal problem of loop unroll reduction in the context of meeting graph is almost the same as Problem 1
(multiple register types) and Problem 2 (single register types), except that MAXLIVE or MAXLIVE + 1 are known
to be valid unroll factors in the case of a single register type. In other words, if we have multiple register types,
we are faced with Problem 1 that we studied in Section 5. If we have a single register type, then we have a unique
defined MAXLIVE that we can use to improve the solution of Problem 2. Consequently, the problem of unroll factor
minimisation in the context of scheduled loops can be stated as follows (for a single register type only).
Problem 5 (LCM-RED in the Context of Meeting Graph) Let R be the number of remaining registers after a pe-
riodic register allocation (PRA) performed by a meeting graph. Let be µ1, · · · ,µk ∈ N be the weights of the different
identified elementary circuits of the meeting graph used for PRA. Compute the added registers r1, · · · , rk such that:
•
∑
i∈[1,k] ri ≤ R (validity constraint)
• α∗ = lcm(µ1 + r1, . . . , µk + rk) is minimal and
– α∗ ≤ MAXLIVEt if the MG has a unique identified elementary circuits for PRA.
– α∗ ≤ MAXLIVEt + 1 if the MG has multiple identified elementary circuits for PRA.
The next section explains our solution for Problem 5.
6.1 Improving Algorithm 4 (LCM-MIN) for the Meeting Graph Framework
A meeting graph (MG) can have several strongly connected components of weight µ1, . . . , µk ∈ N (if there is
only one connected component, its weight is µ1 = MAXLIVE). This leads to the upper bound of unrolling α =
lcm(µ1, ..., µk). In addition, if α > MAXLIVE, the MG framework guarantees an upper bound of loop unrolling de-
gree Umax equal to MAXLIVE or MAXLIVE +1. In fact, if the MG has one strongly connected component then the
maximum loop unrolling degree is Umax = MAXLIVE. Otherwise, if it has several strongly connected components,
Lelait et al. [10] propose to create one strongly connected component by adding a complete cycle of unitary dummy
intervals to the MG. One extra register is needed to achieve this, which yields to allocate MAXLIVE + 1 registers by
unrolling the loop Umax = MAXLIVE + 1. This one extra register is required to cyclically permute all the values in
registers.
Moreover a possible lower bound for the unroll factor is computed by decomposing the MG into as many circuits
as possible and then computing the LCM of their weights. However, in practice, the loop unrolling degree can be high
even though the number of registers used is minimal.
Our result in this section consists in identifying a reduced loop unrolling degree α∗ for a fixed periodic schedule
using the MG technique. Given a fixed circuit decomposition of the MG, we use Algorithm 4, looking for a good
distribution of the remaining registers over all the different MG circuits. Having an upper bound for the loop unrolling
degree (MAXLIVE or MAXLIVE+1), we reduce the search space S by computing all the possible new loop unrolling
degrees β less than or equal to MAXLIVE or MAXLIVE+1, depending on whether the MG has one or more strongly
connected components. Figure 11 describes the new search space S in the MG.
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Figure 11: The new search space S in the meeting graph
Algorithmic Complexity Analysis for Solving Problem 5 Our algorithm to solve Problem 5 is very similar to
Algorithm 4, so we do not detail it here. The only difference resides in the fact that the solution space S of Figure 11
has shrunk compared to Figure 7. In the worst case, we visit each node in the set S. The set S has R× MAXLIVE
µk
nodes
(respectively R × MAXLIVE+1
µk
). We know that MAXLIVE ≤ Rt and 1 ≤ µk. Thus, the maximal number of nodes is
equal to R ×Rt. Since we apply Algorithm 1 on each node at most, the worst case complexity for solving Problem 5
is equal to O(R × (Rt)3), which is better than the worst time complexity of Algorithm 4 described in Section 4.
7 Experiments
Evaluating the performance of a new code optimisation method must be designed carefully. The reason is that any
new code optimisation can behave differently inside a compiler, depending on its order in the optimisation flow. The
experimental methodology we followed in our work is based on both a standalone evaluation and on an integrated eval-
uation. A standalone evaluation means that we evaluate the efficiency of loop unrolling minimisation without studying
the implication on code quality generated by following compilation passes after loop unrolling minimisation. An in-
tegrated evaluation means that we evaluate the final assembly code quality generated by the compiler when we plug
our code optimisation method. We target an embedded VLIW architecture (ST231) because software pipelining and
tightly controlled loop unrolling is particularly important on such platforms. We also explore multiple configurations
regarding the number of available registers in order to understand empirically the relationship between the number
of registers and the unrolling factors. All our benchmarks have been cross-compiled on a regular Dell workstation,
equipped with Intel Core 2 CPU running at 2.4 GHz and a 64bit Linux kernel.
7.1 Standalone Experiments with Single Register types
This section presents full experiments on a standalone tool by considering a single register type only. Our standalone
tool is independent of the compiler and processor architecture. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our loop minimi-
sation method for both unscheduled loops (as studied in Sect 4) and scheduled loops (as studied in Sect 6).
7.2 Experiments with Unscheduled Loops
In this context, our standalone tool takes as input a data dependence graph (DDG) just after a periodic register alloca-
tion done by SIRA, and applies a loop unrolling minimisation.
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7.3 Results on Randomly Generated Problem Instances
First, our standalone software generates k the number of distinct reuse circuits and their weights (µ1, . . . , µk). Next, we
calculate the number of remaining registers R = Rt −
∑k
i=1 µi and the loop unrolling degree α = lcm(µ1, . . . , µk).
Finally, we apply our method for minimising α.
We generated a large number of random inputs: we varied the number of available registersRt from 4 to 256, and
we considered many thousands of random graphs containing multiple hundreds of reuse circuits. Each reuse circuit
can be arbitrarily large. That is, our experiments are done on random data as follows:
1. We generate k a random number of reuse circuits (the number k defined in Problem 2).
2. Then we generate a random value for each µi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k. µi is the weight of the i
th reuse circuit.
Note that the weight µi of each euse circuits is independent from the number of nodes inside it: we can have as many
nodes we want for a given reuse circuit weight µi (since the reuse arcs can be equal to zero).
Figure 12 is a two-dimensional plot representing the code size compaction ratio obtained thanks to our method. The
code size compaction is counted as the ratio between the initial unrolling degree and the minimised one (ratio = α
α∗
).
The X-axis is the number of available architectural registers (going from 4 to 256), the Y-axis is the code compaction
ratio. As can be seen, our methods allows code size reductions between 1 and more than 10, 000. In addition, we note
also in Figure 12 that the ratio is very important when the Rt is greater. For example, the ratio of some minimisation
exceeds 10000 when Rt = 256. Figure 13 summarizes all the ratios with their harmonic and geometric means. As
can be observed, these average ratios are significant. Note that the averages increase with the number of available
registers because we scale the size of our inputs with the number of architectural registers. For a fixed problem size,
more available registers will typically lead to a lower loop unrolling factor (because there will be more free registers).
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Figure 12: Loop unrolling minimisation experiments (random DDG, single register type)
Furthermore, our method is very fast. Figure 12 plots the speed of our method on a dual-core 2 GHz Linux PC,
ranging from 1 micro-second to 10 seconds. This speed is satisfactory for optimising compilers devoted to embedded
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Figure 13: Average code compaction ratio (random DDG, single register type)
systems (not to interactive compilers like gcc or icc). We remark also the speed of extremely rare minimisation (when
Rt = 256) can reach 1000 seconds.
7.4 Experiments on Real DDG
The DDG we use here are extracted from various real benchmarks, either from the embedded domain or from the high
performance computing domain: DSP-filters, Spec, Lin-ddot, Livermore, Whetstone, etc. In total we use 310 DDGs in
our experiments, their sizes go from 2 nodes and 2 arcs up to 360 nodes and 590 arcs. Afterwards, we have performed
experiments on these DDGs, depending on the considered number of registers. We considered three configurations as
follows:
1. machine with unbounded number of registers;
2. machine with bounded number of registers varied from 4 to 256;
3. machine with bounded number of registers varied from 4 to 256 with the option continue (described later).
7.4.1 A machine with an unbounded number of registers
Theoretically, the best result for the LCM-MIN Problem (Sect 4) is α∗ = µk the greatest value of µi, ∀i = 1, k.
Hence, we aim with these experiments to calculate the mean of the added registers (
∑k
i=1 ri) required to obtain an
unrolling degree of µk. Recall that µk is weight of the largest circuit, so the smallest possible unrolling degree is µk.
In order to interpret all the data resulting from the application of our method to all DDG, we present some statistics.
We have measured the arithmetic mean of the number of added registers (AV Rar(
∑k
i=1 ri)) needed to obtain µk. We
also calculate the harmonic mean of all the ratio (AV Rhar( α
µk
)).
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Our experiments show that using 12.154 additional registers are on average sufficient to obtain a minimal loop
unrolling degree with α∗ = µk. We note also that we have a high harmonic mean for the ratio (AV R
har( α
µk
) = 2.100).
That is, our loop unrolling minimisation pass is very efficient regarding code size compaction.
7.4.2 Machines with bounded numbers of registers varied between 4 and 256
We consider a machine with a bounded number of architectural registersRt. We variedRt from 4 to 256 and we apply
our code optimisation method on all DDGs. For each configuration, we calculate the arithmetic mean of the number
of added registers (AV Rar(
∑k
i=1 ri)), the weighted harmonic mean of all the ratios AV R
har( α
α∗
), and the geometric
mean AV RGM ( α
α∗
). Finally, we also calculate the arithmetic mean of the remaining registers (AV Rar(R)) after the
register allocation step given by our backend compilation framework.
Table 1 shows that our solution finds the minimum unrolling factor in all configurations except when Rt = 4. In
average, a small number of added registers are sufficient to have a minimal loop unrolling degree (α∗). For example:
in the configuration with 32 registers, we find the minimal loop unrolling degree, if we add ion average 1.078 registers
among 9.722 remaining registers. We also note that in many configurations we have a high harmonic and geometric
mean for the ratio (AV Rhar(ratio)). For example, in the machine with 256 registers, AV Rhar(ratio) = 2.725 and
AV RGM (ratio) = 5.61. Note that in practice, if we have more architectural registers, then we have more remaining
registers. Consequently we can find lower unrolling factors. This explains for instance why the minimum unrolling
degree uses more remaining registers when there are 256 architectural registers than when there are 8 (see Table 1),
with the advantage of a better loop unroll minimisation ratio in average.
Rt AV Rar(
∑k
i=1 ri) AV R
har(ratio) AV RGM (ratio) AV Rar(R)
4 0 1 1 0.293562
8 0.015 1.007 1 0.818
16 0.250 1.104 1.16 2.723
32 1.078 1.414 1.73 9.722
64 3.070 1.963 3.34 29.055
128 14.073 2.715 5.54 79.641
256 15.228 2.725 5.61 207.118
Table 1: Machine with bounded number of registers
Figure 14 shows the harmonic mean of the minimised (final) and the initial loop unrolling weighted by the number
of nodes of different DDG.We calculate this weighted harmonic mean on different configurations. We assume a VLIW
processor with an issue width of 4 instructions per cycle, where all the DDGs are pipelined with II = MinII =
max(MIIres,MIIdep). In all configurations, the average of the final unrolling degree of the pipelined loops is below
8, a significant improvement over the initial unrolling degree. E.g., in the configuration whereRt = 64, the minimised
loop unrolling is on average equal to 7.78.
7.4.3 Machines with bounded numbers of registers varied between 4 and 256 with the continue option
In these experiments we use the continue option of our periodic register allocation. Without this option, SIRA
computes the first periodic register allocation which verifies
∑
µi ≤ R
t (not necessarily minimal). If we use the
continue option, SIRA generates the periodic register allocation that minimises
∑
µi, leaving more remaining
registers to the loop unrolling minimisation process. In order to compare these two configurations (machine with
bounded number of registers versus machine with bounded number of registers using the continue) option, we
reproduce the statistics of the previous experiments using this additional option. The results are described in Table 2.
By comparing Table 1 and Table 2, we notice that some configurations yield a better harmonic mean for the
code compaction ratio with option continue, when Rt ≤ 64. Conversely, the ratio without option continue is
better when Rt ≥ 128. These strange results are side-effects of the reuse circuits generated by SIRA, which differ
depending on the number of architectural registers. In addition, because of the complex mathematical structure of the
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Figure 14: Weighted harmonic mean for minimised loop unrolling degree
Rt AV Rar(
∑k
i=1 ri) AV R
har(ratio) AV RGM (ratio) AV Rar(Rt)
4 0 1 1 0.33412
8 0.015 1.007 1.01 0.885
16 0.253 1.104 1.16 2.795
32 1.096 1.421 1.74 9.968
64 3.251 2.027 3.59 31.140
128 9.403 2.289 4.32 81.773
256 15.195 2.717 5.58 207.394
Table 2: Machine with bounded registers with option continue
LCM-MIN Problem, a larger number of remaining registers R does not imply a lower unrolling degree. I.e. increasing
the number of remaining registers (by performing minimal periodic register allocation) does not necessarily imply a
maximal reduction of the loop unrolling degree.
7.5 Experiments with Scheduled Loops
We integrated our loop unrolling reduction method as a post-pass of the meeting graph technique in LoRA (Loop-
optimal Register Allocation) framework [9]. As explained in Section 6, we use the term loop unroll reduction in the
context of theMG instead of minimisation. This is because we consider the fixedMG decomposition applied by LoRA,
rather than an optimal decomposition. LoRA is performed after SWP and implements the meeting graph technique
and several heuristics (Lam’s heuristic [16] and those of Hendren et al. [13]), for combining register allocation and
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loop unrolling for SWP loops. All the loops are scheduled with DESP [26]. Due to the limitations of the LoRA tool
flow, we consider a different benchmark set consisting of 1935 loops extracted from the SPEC FP 92, SPEC INT 92,
Livermore loops, Linpack, and NAS benchmarks. In this section, the loops are isolated and optimised as individual
program fragments.
The loop unrolling reduction method is applied when meeting graph finds that MAXLIVE ≤ Rt. Otherwise, MG
does not unroll the loop and uses a heuristic to introduce spill code.
Table 3 shows the performance of the MG approach on the 1935 DDGs in our test set. It shows the number of
loops where the MG approach can find a periodic register allocation without spilling, versus the number where spilling
is required.
Rt Unrolled Loop with MG Spilled Loops with MG
16 1602 333
32 1804 131
64 1900 35
128 1929 6
256 1935 0
Table 3: Number of unrolled loops compared to the number of spilled loops resulted (meeting graph)
In order to highlight the improvements of our loop unrolling reduction method on DDGs where MG found a
solution (no spill), we show in Figure 15 a boxplot4 for each processor configuration. Note that the final (reduced)
loop unrolling of half of the DDGs is under 2 and that the minimised loop unrolling of 75% of applications is less
than or equal to 3, while the upper quartile of initial loop unrolling is less than or equal to 6. We note also that the
maximum loop unrolling degree is improved in each processor configuration. For example, in the machine with 128
registers, the maximum loop unrolling degree is reduced from 21840 to 41.
In addition we present the arithmetic mean of the initial loop unrolling α, the final loop unrolling α∗ and ratio =∑
α∑
α∗
. Table 4 shows that on average the final loop unrolling degree is greatly reduced compared to the initial loop
unrolling degree.
Rt Average Initial Average Reduced Average Arithmetic
Loop Unrolling Factors Loop Unrolling Factors Ratio
16 2.743 2.207 1.242
32 4.81 2.569 1.872
64 25.86 11.02 2.346
128 236.6 2.852 82.959
256 525.7 3.044 172.7
Table 4: Arithmetic mean of initial loop unrolling, final loop unrolling and ratio
For each configuration we also computed the number of loops where the reduced loop unrolling degree is less than
MAXLIVE. We present the different results in Table 5. It shows that in each configuration, the minimal loop unrolling
degree obtained using our method is greatly less than MAXLIVE. Only a very small number of loops are unrolled
MAXLIVE times.
We also measure the running time of our approach using instrumentation with the gettimeofday function. On
average the execution time of loop unrolling reduction method in the meeting graph is about 5 microseconds (average
of all MG). The maximum run-time is about 600 microseconds.
4Boxplot, also known as box-and-whisker diagram, is a convenient way of graphically depicting groups of numerical data through their five-
number summaries: the smallest observations (min), lower quartile (Q1 = 25%), median (Q2 = 50%), upper quartile (Q3 = 75%), and largest
observations (max). The min is the first value of the boxplot, and the max is the last value. Sometimes, the extrema values (min or max) are very
close to one of the quartiles. This is why we do not distinguish sometimes between the extrema values and some quartiles.
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Figure 15: Initial vs. final loop unrolling in each configuration
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Rt Minimal loop unrolling number of loops unrolled Total number
< MAXLIVE MAXLIVE times of loops
16 1601 1 1602
32 1801 3 1804
64 1893 7 1900
128 1929 0 1929
256 1935 0 1935
Table 5: Comparison between final loop unrolling factors and MAXLIVE
7.5.1 Loop Unrolling of Scheduled vs. Unscheduled Loops (Meeting Graph vs. SIRA)
Our loop unrolling minimisation method is independent of the technique used for periodic register allocation. Con-
sequently, it can be performed either before software pipelining (where the method is implemented inside the SIRA
framework as in [2]) or after software pipelining (where the method is implemented inside LoRA as described in this
article).
In order to compare the final loop unrolling in LoRA (scheduled loops) and SIRA (unscheduled loops), we con-
ducted other experiments on larger DDGs from both high performance and embedded benchmarks: SPEC CPU2000,
SPEC CPU2006, MEDIABENCH and LAO (internal ST benchmarks). We applied our algorithm to a total of 9027
loops. We consider a machine with a bounded number of architectural registersRt. We variedRt from 16 to 256.
The experiments show that final loop unrolling degrees computed by LoRA are lower than those computed by
SIRA. The minimal unrolling degree for 75% of SIRA optimised loops is less than or equal to 7. In contrast, LoRA
does not require any unrolling at all (unroll degree equal to 1) for 75% of loops.
We highlight in Table 6 some of the other results. We report the arithmetic mean of final loop unrolling and the
maximum final loop unrolling. It shows that in each configuration, the average of minimal loop unrolling degree
obtained due to our method is small when using LoRA compared with the average of final loop unrolling in SIRA.
We also show that the maximum final loop unrolling degrees are low in LoRA compared to those in SIRA. The main
exception is FFMPPEG where the unrolling degree for the meeting graph on a machine with 16 registers is actually
slightly higher. In the first line of Tab 6, we see that the value 30 exceeds MAXLIVE + 1, while our method should
results in an unrolling factor equal to at most MAXLIVE + 1, if enough remaining registers exist. This extreme case
is due here to the fact that there are no registers left to apply our loop unrolling reduction method.
The choice between the two techniques depends upon whether the loop is already software pipelined or not. If
periodic register allocation should be done for any reason before software pipelining then SIRA is more appropriate;
otherwise LoRA followed by loop unrolling minimisation provides lower loop unrolling degrees.
7.5.2 Comparison between the Meeting Graph Framework and MVE
When allocating registers for loops which have already been scheduled using software pipelining, the literature already
contains a well-known method: modulo variable expansion (MVE, see Sect 8). Previous research [10] has compared
the MG and MVE approaches. In practice, MVE produces very little unrolling (in most cases it does not unroll the
loop at all). However, MVE provides no mathematical guarantee that a prediodic register allocation with MAXLIVE
registers is possible, and no upper bound is known. In practice, this means MVE may introduce spill code even if
MAXLIVE is lower than or equal to the number of architectural registers. In some compiler construction contexts,
such uncertainty is not acceptable. In contrast to MVE, MG followed by loop unrolling minimisation has the formal
guarantee that at mostRt registers are allocated.
We conducted experiments on 9027 DDGs from both high performance and embedded benchmarks: SPECCPU2000,
SPEC CPU2006, MEDIABENCH, and LAO (internal ST benchmarks). We consider a machine with a bounded num-
ber of architectural registersRt ∈ {16, 32, 64, 128, 256}. While the MVE technique always produces lower unrolling
degrees, it turns out that the MG technique is also experimentally good since no unrolling is required in 75% of the
loops. In some extreme cases where the unrolling degree is still prohibitive with MG, the compiler can choose to use
MVE with a risk of spilling, or even not apply software pipelining at all.
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Rt Benchmarks
Average Final Loop Unrolling Maximum Final Loop Unroll
MG SIRA MG SIRA
16
LAO 1.127 2.479 30 28
MEDIABENCH 1.175 2.782 12 26
SPEC CPU2000 1.113 2.629 9 28
SPEC CPU2006 1.085 2.758 9 16
32
LAO 1.219 3.662 9 57
MEDIABENCH 1.185 3.032 9 84
SPEC CPU2000 1.118 2.823 9 28
SPEC CPU2006 1.09 2.966 9 26
64
LAO 1.3 6.476 9 72
MEDIABENCH 1.426 3.225 63 84
SPEC CPU2000 1.119 2.881 9 45
SPEC CPU2006 1.09 3.001 9 26
128
LAO 1.345 9.651 9 88
MEDIABENCH 1.215 3.338 14 84
SPEC CPU2000 1.119 2.916 9 45
SPEC CPU2006 1.09 3.063 9 275
256
LAO 1.345 9.733 9 88
MEDIABENCH 1.214 3.384 14 84
SPEC CPU2000 1.119 2.946 9 45
SPEC CPU2006 1.09 3.256 9 27
Table 6: Optimised loop unrolling factors of scheduled vs. unscheduled loops
In the following section, we study the efficiency of our method when integrated inside a real industrial compiler.
7.6 Experiments inside Real World Industrial Compiler with Multiple Register Types
Our experimental setup is based on st200cc, a STMicroelectronics production compiler based on the Open64 tech-
nology (www.open64.net), whose code generator has been extensively rewritten in order to target the STMicro-
electronics ST2xx VLIW processor family. These VLIW processors implement a single cluster derivative of the Lx
architecture [11], and are used in several successful consumer electronics products, including DVD recorders, set-top
boxes, and printers.
The target architecture is the ST231 [22]. The number of architectural registers is configured as 64×32 bits general
purpose registers and 4 × 1 bit branch registers (for predicated execution). We will thus use two register types, GR
and BR. We use STMicroelectronic’s cycle-accurate simulator. Some architecture parameters such as instruction and
bypass latencies influence scheduling, hence periodic register allocation. The issue width is 5 and pipeline depth is 4.
The instruction pipeline is fully bypassed and interlocked. The L1 instruction and data caches have a 3 cycle latency
for a typical frequency of 400GHz.
Our benchmark set is built of all C and C++ applications fromMEDIABENCH, SPEC CPU2000, SPEC CPU2006,
FFMPEG, and LAO (internal vendor benchmarks from STMicroelectronics). st200cc does not support Fortran codes.
By enabling the -03 optimisation level, the number of loops going through SWP and periodic register allocation (and
hence optimised with our method) is about 9000. The average size of the DDG is 300 (expressed as the number of
nodes plus arcs). The DDG size can go up to 22, 830 in extreme cases.
Figure 16 illustrates the integration of our loop unrolling minimisation method inside a real world compiler. Fig-
ure 16(a) shows the initial compiler design, where MVE and register allocation were processed after SWP. After
discussion with our industrial partner (STmicroelectronics), we decided to plug the loop unroll minimisation, cou-
pled to SIRA periodic register allocation, all before SWP (Figure 16(b) ). The reason is that we want to control spill
code early in the instruction scheduling process, while the initial compilation flow does not guarantee to control it.
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Hence, the experiments reported in this section demonstrates that the SWP code quality generated by the compilation
flow of Figure 16(b) is better than the SWP code generated by Figure 16(b). Other compilation flows are possible of
course, experimenting with many of them is outside the scope of this article. Furthermore, changing a method in each
compilation pass may change the quality of the generated code. We do not attempt to demonstrate the benefit of our
algorithms in any situation with any combination of compilation techniques. Isolating the benefit of loop unrolling
minimisation has already been adressed in the last section. This section shows that including it inside an existing
compilation flow (Figure 16(b)) improves the quality and size of the generated code. Note that other compilations
steps carried out before and after our module may also consume registers and introduce move operations. We are
not arguing that our own compilation step will guarantee the absence of spill and move operations for any integrated
context: our optimality criteria is for standalone evaluation only. Since integrating an optimal code optimisation step
inside an existing compiler does not guarantee, in general, that the generated code will be improved, we show in this
section that we really reach this objective and the quality of the generated code is improved in practice.
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Figure 16: The integration of loop unroll minimisation inside a industrial compiler
First, regarding compilation times, our experiments show that the run-time of our SIRA register allocation followed
by loop unrolling minimisation (LUM) is less than 1 second per loop on average. So, it is fast enough to be included
inside an industrial cross compiler such as st200cc.
7.6.1 Statistics on Minimal Loop Unrolling Factors
Figure 17 shows numerous boxplots representing the initial loop unrolling degree and the final loop unrolling degree
of the different loops per benchmark application. In each benchmark family (LAO, MEDIABENCH, SPEC CPU2000,
SPE2006), we note that the unroll factor decreases significantly from its initial value to its optimized value.
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code size budget is less restrictive, we will demonstrate later that, even if some final unrolling factors seem large, in
our case all the loops still fit in the I-cache of ST231.
In order to compare between the codes generated by compilation flow of Figure 16(a) vs. Figure 16(b), we also
plot in Figure 18 the loop unrolling degree obtained using MVE. The MVE heuristic always finds a smaller unrolling
degree. However, MVE does not guarantee a register allocation with a minimal number of registers and in general it
may lead to unnecessary spills breaking the benefits of SWP. In other words, MVE may require spill code insertion
even if MAXLIVEt ≤ Rt. This problem occurs in 86 loops of FFMPEG, 100 loops of MEDIABENCH, 240 loops of
SPEC CPU2000 and 111 loops of SPEC CPU2006.
With our loop unrolling register allocation method, we formally guarantee that we do not need more registers than
the number of architectural registers, for each register type. In addition a suitable quality criterion is to check if the
unrolled loops fit in the I-cache and if our method actually decreases the number of spill and move instructions. This
is discussed in the next two sections.
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Figure 18: Loop unrolling minimisation versus MVE
7.6.2 Statistics on I-cache Fit
As the MVE heuristic always finds smaller loop unrolling degrees, MVE is better than our loop unrolling in terms of
code size. We study whether the resulting unrolled loops fit in the I-cache: that is, we study if the size of the generated
loops, in terms of bytes, is less or equal than the size of the I-cache of the ST231 (32KB). All the loops generated
with MVE fit inside the I-cache. Fortunately our experimental results show that using our techniques, all the unrolled
loops fit in the I-cache, even if our unrolling factors are higher than those computed by MVE.
The next section demonstrates that SWP codes generated by Figure 16(b) are better than Figure 16(a) in terms of
requiring less spill code and fewer move operations.
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Figure 19: Spill code reduction in %
7.6.3 Statistics on Spill Code and Move Operation Reduction
We measure statically the amount of spill code reduced when we plug our method as described in Figure 16(b).
The initial absolute static counts of spills in SWP loops of the whole a applications are (per benchmark family):
FFMPEG= 254, MEDIABENCH= 405, SPEC CPU2000= 1270, SPEC CPU2006= 571. The spill code decrease is
computed over all SWP loops of the whole applications of each beanchmark family. It is evaluated as the difference
between the amount of spill code generated without using SIRA followed by LUM, i.e. with MVE, and the amount
of spill code generated when using SIRA, all divided by the total amount of spill code generated without using SIRA
(
∑
Spillnosira−
∑
Spillsira∑
Spillnosira
). Fig 19 plots the spill code decrease in each benchmark family: the plotted bars correspond
to FFMPEG, SPEC CPU2000, SPEC CPU2006 and MEDIABENCH benchmarks. The suffixes BRGR and GRBR on
each benchmark name correspond to variants of SIRA where the register allocation is applied in each type separately:
the label BRGR means that we first optimise BR registers then GR registers, while GRBR corresponds to the opposite
order. Where neither BRGR nor GRBR is specified, it means that both register types have been minimised concur-
rently. In all variants of SIRA the loop unrolling minimisation is performed concurrently over all types, and not on
each type in isolation. As we can see, the compilation flow of Figure 16(b) greatly reduces spill code.
.
We measure the reduction in move operations due to using the compilation flow of Figure 16(b). The decrease in
move operations is calculated as the difference between the number of the move operations generated without using
SIRA followed by LUM, i.e. with MVE, and the number of move operations generated with the use of SIRA, all
divided by the number of move operation generated without using SIRA:
∑
Movenosira−
∑
Movesira∑
Movenosira
. Fig 20 displays
the results. As we can see, with all variants of SIRA and in most cases, we reduced the number of move operations by
10− 20%. The most significant decrease is obtained when we consider all register types concurrently: we reduce the
number of move operations by 18.92% for FFMPEG, 9.61% for MEDIABENCH, 14.17% for SPEC CPU2000 and
18.21% for SPEC CPU2006.
It may be argued that performing periodic register allocation (PRA) before SWP reduces the freedom of the sched-
uler, and thus may prevent the scheduler from finding a good software pipeline. This is a classic phase ordering
problem, which has been studied in detail by Touati et al. [23]. The next section presents experimental results on this
question in our context.
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7.7 Statistics on II Increase
SIRA followed by loop unrolling minimisation are performed before SWP. It may be argued that introducing arcs
inside DDG before software pipelining would alter the instruction schedule quality, since extra constraints are added.
In practice, this is not the case because the usual software pipelining heuristics are not optimal. SIRA is a sophisticated
algorithm that models the periodic data dependence and register constraints on software pipelining very well. Where
SIRA introduces extra edges into the DDG, these extra edges will reduce the freedom of the software pipeliner.
However, we suspect that these additional edges guide the software pipeliner to good quality schedules by restricting
scheduling choices, and the result is that the additional edges only very rarely result in a worse schedule. In Fig 21 we
plot the number of DDGs in which applying SIRA (before software pipelining) increases II . As we can see, in most
cases, the initiation interval is not altered. The percentage of loops for which the initiation interval increases or for
which spilling is necessary is reasonable: in Fig 21, the bar named II increase represents the fractions of loops
where II increases because of early periodic register allocation, and the bar No solution represents the fractions
of loops where cyclic register allocations fails and introducing spilling is necessary.
We also measure the mean of the II increase in all our benchmarks as
∑
loops II2−II1∑
loops II1
, where II1 is the value of
the initiation interval without using SIRA, and II2 is the value of the initiation interval when using SIRA. The mean
increase of the II is resp. 1.56% for FFMPEG, 0.05% for MEDIABENCH, 1.66% for SPEC CPU2000 and 0.09%
for SPEC CPU2006. As can be seen, the average increase of the II is negligible in all benchmarks.
8 Related Work
We review in this section some related work on code generation for periodic register allocation, that we did not deal
with as part of the background in Section 2. There is a very large literature on instruction scheduling, software
pipelining, and register allocation. For instance, the authors in [? ] already studied a suitable unrolling factor to
produce rate-optimal SWP in data flow programs. That authors showed that the optimum loop unrolling factor is the
least commom multiple of the number of registers. In this section we review only research that deals specifically with
register allocation and code generation of software pipelined loops.
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8.1 Rotating Register Files
In order to generate a code for variables spanning multiple iterations, some processor architectures (Cydra, Itanium)
provide hardware support called a rotating register file (RRF) [7, 8]. RRF is a hardware mechanism to prevent succes-
sive lifetime intervals from being assigned to the same physical registers. Consider the following example:
LOOP
a[i+ 2] = a[i] + 1
ENDLOOP
In this example, variable a[i] spans three iterations (defined in iteration i− 2 and used in iteration i). Hence, at least 3
physical registers are needed to carry simultaneously a[i], a[i+1] and a[i+2]. A rotating register fileR automatically
performs the move operation at each iteration. R acts as a FIFO buffer. The major advantage is that instructions in
the generated code see all live values of a given variable through a single operand, avoiding explicit register copying.
Below R[k] denotes a register with offset k from R.
Iteration i Iteration i+ 2
R = R[−2] + 1 R[+2] = R+ 1
Using a RRF avoids increasing code size due to loop unrolling, or to decrease the computation throughput due to
the insertion of move operations.
8.2 Inserting move Operations
This method is also called register renaming. Considering the previous example, we use 3 registers to allocate a[i] and
perform move operations at the end of each iteration [17]: a[i] in register R1, a[i + 1] in register R2 and a[i + 2] in
register R3. Then we use move operations to shift registers across the register file at every iteration:
LOOP
R3 = a[i] + 1
a[i+ 2] = R1 + 2
R1 = R2
R2 = R3
ENDLOOP
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However, it is easy to see that if variable v spans d iterations, we have to insert d − 1 extra move operations at
each iteration. In addition, this may increase the II and may require rescheduling the code if these move operations
do not fit into the kernel. This is generally unacceptable as it negates most of the benefits of software pipelining.
8.3 Loop Unrolling after SWP
Without RRF and inserting copy operations, loop unrolling is more suitable to maintain II . The resulted loop body
itself is bigger but no extra operations are executed in comparison with the original code. MVE has already been
explained. Other work proposes to implement a generalized form of modulo expansion in [5, 13], but with the same
limitation of MVE, that is RCt ≥ MAXLIVEt without proving a formal upper-bound on RCt. In our work, since we
base our approach on reuse graphs and meeting graphs, we are able to guarantee thatRt ≥ RCt ≥ MAXLIVEt.
8.4 Code Generation for Multidimensional Loops
Instruction level parallelism (ILP) scheduling is a special case of the general k-periodic multidimensional scheduling
problem. Indeed, SWP is the special case when the scheduling period is unique and integral. The case of multidimen-
sional memory storage optimisation is also interesting if we target regular loop nests for high performance codes [1].
Using registers instead of memory cells is a special case studied in [20]. Multidimensional approaches are more appro-
priate for regular computer intensive codes: 1) our target loops are one-dimensional at the back-end level, where the
compiler has broken the multidimensional structure of the loop nest 2) The exact mathematical relationship between
MAXLIVEt, II and the unrolling factor is not known yet in the case of multidimensional instruction scheduling. That
is, the problem of optimal register allocation in multidimensional loops with minimal unroll factor is still an open
problem; a sub-optimal heuristic for this problem is presented in [20]. 3) The code size needed to optimally exploit
ILP and registers in multidimensional loop nests is more complex to model with a single unroll factor. Indeed, code
generation in this case uses multidimensional unroll factors [4, 25], that may create in theory larger code size than a
one-dimensional innermost loop.
9 Conclusion
In the absence of rotating register files, periodic register allocation requires that the SWP kernel is unrolled to generate
spill-free or move-free code. Modulo variable expansion is a popular choice for production compilers because, in
addition to its simplicity, it generates low unrolling factors but with the risk of introducing unnecessary spill code. On
the other hand, the meeting graph approach guarantees that the unrolled loop requires exactly MAXLIVE registers but
with the risk of higher unroll factors.
Our work solves this open dilemma. First, we guarantee that the number of required registers in the unrolled SWP
kernel does not exceed the number of available registers. Second, we formalise the problem of minimal loop unrolling
relying on the remaining registers after register allocation. We provide an algorithm to compute the minimal unroll
factor.
Minimizing the unroll factor is a different problem depending on whether we consider a single or multiple register
types, or whether we consider scheduled or unscheduled loops. We provided an algorithmic solution for all these
variants, and we proved that all are based on a minimisation problem of a least common multiple, called LCM-MIN. If
the target architecture contains a single register type, then loop unroll minimisation amounts to minimise a single least
common multiple. If the processor contains multiple register types, then we proved than minimising the unroll factor
of each register type separately does not lead to global minimum. Consequently we proposed an adapted algorithm
based on LCM minimisation that optimise the global unroll factor. If the loops have not yet been scheduled, then our
minimisation method is plugged as a post-pass to reuse graphs (SIRA [24]). If the loops have already been scheduled,
then our loop reduction method is plugged as a post-pass to meeting graphs. Choosing between the two previous
techniques depends on the compiler design flow, but the new theoretical guarantees and algorithms we presented shed
a new light on these phase ordering decisions.
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The worst case performance of our LCM-MIN algorithm is exponential. However, our solution is very fast in
practice, and inputs that result in exponential running time are very rare: indeed, it did not happen at all in the stan-
dard benchmarks we experimented with, and seldom with random dependence graphs. However, two open problems
remain, despite numerous contacts with number theory experts: the first one is to prove that the problem is (or is
not) computationally hard in the worst case; the second problem is to find the average case complexity of our current
algorithm.
In addition to this wealth of theoretical and algorithmic results, we spent much effort on a thorough experimental
evaluation of the effectivness of our method. Both as a standalone optimisation, and integrated into a production
compiler. For a standalone context, independently of the compiler and the architecture, we demonstrated that our unroll
factor minimisation is fast and the final resulting unrolling degrees are satisfactory in almost all cases. Nevertheless,
we noticed that a few loops still require high unrolling degrees even after our optimisation.
For an integrated context, we plugged our solution inside st200cc compiler for ST231 VLIW processors. We com-
piled all C and C++ benchmarks from the FFMPEG, LAO, MEDIABENCH, SPEC CPU2000, and SPEC CPU2006
suites. We demonstrated that: (1) Our loop unrolling minimisation is fast enough to be included inside an interactive
commercial quality cross compiler; (2) The resulting loop unrolling factors are satisfactory to justify the decision of
changing the compilation flow in the backend; (3) Following the latter point in the context of the st200cc compiler
for the ST231 VLIW processor, we found that our techniques generate better code than the existing compiler, which
allocates registers after software pipelining and unrolls using MVE. By better we mean, less spill code, fewer move
operations, with satisfactory code size (all loops fitting within I-cache), and with a better initiation interval on average.
This paper presents the most definite theoretical and algorithmic results, and the most complete experimental study
to date on periodic register allocation. Nevertheless, the experimental evaluation clearly points to possible improve-
ments and further research. First of all, the occasional high unrolling degrees suggest that it may be worthwhile to
consider combining the insertion of move operations with kernel unrolling; preliminary results were recently obtained
to confirm this intuition [3]. Second, it is possible that the unexpectedly good initiation intervals achieved with MVE
may result from a conjunction of favorable features of the experimental methodology. We would like to replicate these
experiments on a clustered VLIW architecture with high contention on register moves, and together with upstream,
register-hungry compiler passes like unroll-and-jam. Third, while our study was motivated by compilation challenges
of embedded VLIW processors, it may well have an impact on construction of back-end compilers for GPUs. In par-
ticular, spilling variables on GPUs is so impractical that compilers may not even implement it (e.g., NVIDIA’s nvcc).
The direct correlation between register usage and the number of threads a given multiprocessor can handle also pushes
for stronger register usage guarantees in the compiler. Finally, GPU cores do not support out-of-order scheduling
(AMD GPUs even have VLIW features) and may benefit from software pipelining. We leave these questions and
perspectives open for future work.
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